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Wings of Destiny
TO _O NE who sits upon his
qmet porch and turning the
pages of his evening pa per reads
the headlines of the me sages that
come by international radio, the
cable, and the special correspondent, there comes a sound as of the
rustling of the wings of destiny.
It is evident that tremendous
changes are going to take place
not only in the political relationships of many of the world's nations, but in the social condition
under which all of us must live.
When Lord Grey on the day of
England's declaration of war in
1914 left Whitehall in the early
morning hours, he pointed to the
street lamps of London and said:
"These lights will go out on a
world which we hall ne er see

again." Viscount Grey's prophecy
was not fulfilled. The world after
1918 saw no radical change in the
political and social set-up of mankind except in Bolshevi t Russia,
isolated more and more d~finitely
as Italy and Germany threw off
the Communist infection. The
world of governments, great and
small, and of social relationships
remained much the same. Even the
recent declaration of war by England and France again t Germany,
while portentous beyond the gra p
of any human mind, did not pre age those fundam ntal changes,
that de truction of pre ent human
relationships if not to Christian
civilization i elf which i being
foreshadowed by the alignment of
Ru ia and Japan behind Germany and probably Italy.
1
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We have only one assurance as
this clash of gigantic systems, of
the totalitarian states as against
the French and British empires, is
developing on sea and land and
in the air, and in the brains of
more than half the world's population; it is this: whatever the
changes in the political and social
structure of mankind, the church
of Jesus Christ will endure. It may
not continue to exist in some lands
under those forms of outward organization with which we are familiar. In that case it may be
driven into the fields, into distant
valleys, and to the caves of the
earth; but it will endure. It is a
solemn thought for American
Christians to consider the means
which they possess for opposing
effectively the propaganda which
is even now trying to suck our nation into the whirlpool of the European (-Asiatic?-African?) War.
As we value the glorious organization and institutions, especially of
the Lutheran Church which this
magazine is intended to serve, let
each in his own sphere exert his
influence for the keeping of
America out of the war.
When these lines are being
printed it is possible that the matter of selling arms to belligerents
has been settled one way or another by Congres . At this writing
we are still hoping that the counsels of Senator Borah and of Col.
Lindbergh may prevail. Whether

the embargo has been lifted or
not, the danger threatening our
country by war buzzards will be
present a long time. They even
now think they have good reason
to believe that the same gradual
approach which involved their
country in 1917 can be repeated.
The sale of supplies begins the
thing and the rest follows. The
chain of events will carry the
country from one stage to another
until it is fully involved in war.
What makes the matter more sinister is the fact that there is a definite expectation abroad that the
United States will furnish all the
aid necessary to secure a British
and French victory and that these
expectations are based upon statements of American government
representatives.
This magazine has spoken with
all pos ible plainne s the conviction of its editors regarding the
dangers which threaten Christianity from the theory of the totalitarian state. But it is one thing to
recognize the Nazi-Fascist-Communist danger and it is another
thing to accept an thing but the
Pacific and Atlantic seaboard as
the proper frontier for the activities of the American army and
navy. Fortunately the plea of making the world safe for democracy
cannot be raised to plunge us into
this conflict. This i not a cla h
between democracie and autocracies. It is one of the age-old bloody
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struggles that have convulsed Europe many times during the last
two thousand years. It is partly
the result of blundering diplomacy
on the part of certain well-meaning men. It is a congeries of wickedness, passion, and folly which
has all the characteristics of a
divine judgment upon the nations.
Let America remain in a position
to bind up the wounds that will be
struck and, if that should be possible to call a halt to this mad
conflict before it overwhelms
Christian civilization on three
continents.

Apostles of Double Dealing
NOW two stalwart apostles of
double-dealing in the field of
power politics, two outspoken adversaries of Christianity, two
clever bargain-drivers, two men
who have risen to eminence on a
pathway drenched with the blood
of bestially murdered victims, two
unscrupulous dictators who have
managed to suppress outward opposition by hurling opponents,
proved and suspected, into the
horrible brutalities of concentration camps, have shaken hands.
Will they remain friends? t any
rate, the atmo phere is much
clearer at the present time than
it could be while England and
France were being hoodwinked for
weeks on end by the wily master

3

of the Kremlin. We know at last
that Communism and Naziism are
bedfellows, instead of Communism and the so-called democracies.
Opinions ventured and ventilated today may be entirely beside
the mark tomorrow, yet, as we
write, we cannot refrain from wondering what kind of a role Japan
will now choose to play in the
turbulent international drama.
Stirred to action by dreams of a
golden age to come, Nippon has,
to the thinking of many, been
biting off much more than she
could ever hope either to chew or
to digest. Those who have been
listening to the heartbeats of J apanese economic life know that that
country is nearing exhaustion.
Due to inadequate food-supplies,
the resistance of the populace has
been becoming lower from day to
day. Competent observers tell us
that the dread scourge of tuberculosi , which always follows in the
wake of under-nourishment, ha
been gathering its harvest. Foreign
exchange ha been dwindling, the
yen has been gradually decreasing
in value, the birth-rate has been
falling off to an alarming degree,
and the ca ualty Ii t £mm the
battlefields have undoubtedly
been far larger than has been officially admitted.
Will the Japane e army continue to be viciou ly bent n e tabIi hing what ha been so bumptiously referred to a "a new order

4
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in Eastern Asia"? Does Nippon
realize at last that she has been in
grave danger of committing harakiri in her passionate concern for
future glory and that she may have
been paving the way for a revolutionary outbreak among her own
people? History tells us that the
policies she has been pursuing inevitably bring forth after their
kind.
Reports tell us that Japan has
moderated her abusive treatment
of British, French, and American
nationals. Will she change her attitude toward China? One wonders. Her recently concluded truce
with the Russian Bear is disquietingly ominous, to say the very
least.

Quaint Communists
THAT was a quaint academic
distinction which Prof. Harold
Chapman Brown of Leland Stanford University drew in the deportation trial of Harry Bridges.
In 15,000 sonorous words he set
forth that Communism does not
"advocate" violent and bloody
revolution but only "expects" it.
It is like this. If communist were
permitted to set up their dictatorship of the proletariat without opposition, they would be perfectly
weet and peaceful about it. They
consider it rather likely, however,
that strong objection will be

raised to their taking over of the
reins, and so they "expect" violence. But "advocate" it? No, no!
In like fashion the J aps probably
did not advocate war when they
invaded China. They would have
been quite content with peacefully swallowing their giant neighbor. But they came prepared for
trouble, in fact "expected" it, and
their expectations were fulfilled.
Bank robbers, likewise, do not "advocate" shooting (especially not in
their direction) or other unnecessary noise. If they had their choice,
they would go about their business in the most decorous quiet
and quietly steal away. They carry
machine guns and the like only because they shrewdly expect that
others will not fall in with their
plans. Of course. But why use up
15,000 perfectly good words to say
such an obvious and inane thing!

Slang and the Sticklers
§TICKLERS for purity in diction are quick to declare that
the English language, as it is being
developed and expanded in our
land, is in a sorry way. onplu ed
and thoroughly disgusted they
point to the many new and fanciful words and expression which
are constantly in erting themselves into the warp and woof of
our remarkably pliant mothertongue. That richly pithy and·
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vividly picturesque collection of
novelties which we have come to
call slang is a particularly painful
thorn in their flesh. Such graphically descriptive words as "hick"
and "bum," they tell us, should be
immediately consigned to outer
darkness. And why, they ask, is it
necessary to use ugly terms like
"jug" and "cooler" when we have
the respectable word "jail"? Must
we grant citizenship to such a horrendous verb as "mooch" when
incontestably classical expressions
conveying the same meaning are
always at our beck and call? Why,
in the name of common sense, do
radio announcers resort to such
abominable gibberish as "Take it
away, Bill"? Do we need "Toodle
Ooo" and "So long," when "GoodB y" has always rub bed el bows
with those men and women who
believe with all their hearts that
pol.ish and elegance are pearls of
great price in our social, literary,
and business life? The currently
popular linguistic masterpiece,
"oomph," makes the hair of the
purity-monger stand on end,
and when they hear their favorite
jazz compo ition referred to a
"corny," they begin to froth at
the mouth. ot many year ago,
they were compelled by the subjugating power of the majority to
suffer excruciating pain whene er
they disco ered that r. or Mi
or Mrs. o-and- o was poken of a
ha ing "it." The peculiarly color-
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ful jargon employed by those who
write about sports causes our crusading purists to see red, and some
cf them believe that the late Will
Rogers would have been a truly
great purveyor of philosophy if he
had learned to polish his pear ls
before casting them.
But is it necessary, wise, or of
any use whatever for us to "get
our dander up" because of the persistent inroads of new expressions?
Should we not rather be glad that
our language is not perishing of
dry rot but is disporting itself like
a living, healthy, and growing organism? With all its crudities,
slang-when it does not wallow in
filthy gutters and when it does not
desecrate sacred things-proves
that there still exists in our land
that wonderful godsend, a keen
sense of humor. If new-fangled
ways of speech do no more than
preserve and vitalize thi invaluable asset, they earn much more
than their room and board.

New Food Laws
a erage American, knowing that there are tate and
national pure food law , buys and
ea
with unquestioning confidence what i offered for ale in
the store , re ting e ure in the beIi £ that one or another g vemmental agency i wat hing ver hi
welfare at e ery point. uch sweep-

THE
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ing faith is unfortunately not justi. fied. Food laws are not being revised and kept up to date, and
sometimes they are not enforced.
As a result, practices are permitted
which are a serious menace to
public welfare. One of the worst
that has come to our notice is discussed by Robert Maitland in the
August Forum. It concerns shelled
pecans. The editor of Focus
charged last year that it is possible
for a four-plus syphilitic, for fifty
cents, to get a health card in San
Antonio which will permit him
to shell pecans by hand for the nation to eat. This charge, it appears, has never been successfully
challenged, and, so far as we know,
the practice continues to this day.
Well, we shall eat no more shelled
pecans. But one hears from time to
time of other serious deficiencies
in our food laws. And who knows
how many there are of which one
does not even hear! It is high time
that our legislators looked into
these matters.

Distribution Cost Still
Too High

.N_

CIE T lament of the farmer
has been that he receives so
little of the consumer ' food dollar. Recent figures released by the
Department of griculture pro e
that the lament need not be entirely abandoned. In 1938 the

farmers' share of the food dollar
was the smallest in four years. Out
of every dollar you and I spent
last year for food 40 cents went
into the farmers' pocket. Back in
the Hoover-Coolidge era the
farmer received 47 cents out of
every dollar. Those were the days,
you remember, when food was
highest in the history of the country excepting, of course, during
the World War days. But when
food was cheapest and your food
dollar stretched the farthest the
farmer received about 34 cents out
of each consumer food dollar. Today we are paying about sixty
cents out of every food dollar for
the processing, marketing, and distributing of our food. A farmer
selling his wheat for less than a
cent a pound must pay his grocer
approximately four cents a pound
for flour made out of his own
wheat.
This is an unhealthy state of
affairs in our economic life. or
is agriculture singled out for such
disproportionate returns. The oilwell owner and the small singleproduct manufacturer have the
same situation tto disgust them.
For one thing we are becoming too
service-conscious. Service i certainly a luxury item in the a erage
American's budget. But service
co t , which include e erything
from radio serials to three-color
egg carton , are a heavy item in
the distribution co ts of a product.

I
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Most Americans care more for the
product itself than for the trimmings. An egg's an egg no matter
in what sort of container it comes.
Perhaps the Federal Surplus Commodities Corporation will find the
solution through the issuance of
food stamps. But the anomaly remains that the distributor and the
processor receives too much in
proportion to the producer's share,
and food stamps will not clear up
the farmers' unhappy faces. The
only remedy seems to be in a different national economy.

$44,728,300
THAT is what Wendell Willkie, president of the Commonwealth & Southern Corporation,
received from the Tennessee Valley Authority for handing over
title to the power and light properties of his Tennessee Electric
Power Company. The deal sounds
simple. There's the check. Here's
the property. But the implications
are nothing short of tremendous.
First of all, the deal by which
Mr. Willkie handed over to the
government hi pet project was
the bigge t deal ever consummated
between the go ernment and a
private ao-ency. econdly, the deal
marks the end of the bitter feud
between the TV and the pri ate
corporation which formerly supplied the Tenne see
alley its

J
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power and light. In the inexorable
march of time and events in the
economic world one more capitalistic venture succumbs to the increasing dominance of the state.
Last of all, and most important,
this $44,728,300 check means that
the State of Tennessee has become
the "public power test tube" of the
nation. On the success of the TVA
hinges the success or failure of innumerable smaller government
ment ventures in supplying communities with cheap electricity.
Those are the bare facts contained in news dispatches of the
event. There is both tragedy and
melodrama involved. The two
participants, Mr. Willkie and Mr.
Lilienthal, seemed to realize this
at the completion of the deal.
Said Mr. Willkie, "We have been
forced to do so because we could
not stay in business against subsidized government competition."
On the other hand, Mr. Lilienthal
declared that now the government
could show the rest of the nation
how to stop land erosion and restore waste land, and above all
de elop the Tenne ee Valley for
the good of its 2,700,000 people.
David Lilienthal i inve ted
with a terrific re pon ibility. He
mu t ucceed or el e find him elf
and the TV declared
greate t folly. It
tar that the T
will ucceed.
Gi en a modicum of hone ty, ju t
a pinch of zeal, and an ounce of

8
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local cooperation, and there is no
doubt that Americans will some
day travel to the Tennessee Valley
to behold the giant with awe and
pride.

Co-op Five & Ten
JN AMERICA the cooperative
movement is slowly forging
ahead to a dominant position in
the national wholesale and retail
picture. However, our cooperatives, retail and wholesale, have
still a long way to travel before
they reach the amazing economic
power which the Cooperative
Wholesale Society holds in Great
Britain and Ireland. There are
today 13,000 cooperative retail
societies in the British Isles, with
a membership of 8,000,000. These
thousands and millions do their
buying from the CWS. If more
figures are wanted, it is worth
noting that the 24,000 cooperative
stores in Great Britain and Ireland do an annual business of
·1, I 70,000,000, which is 10 per
cent of the total Briti h retail
trade.
Recently
the
Cooperative
Wholesale Society's board recommended the establi hment of a
chain of "limited-price" variety
tore . The top-price in the e
·tore would be 1.25, with the
a erage price per article falling
within the price range of the aver-

age American five & ten. In
addition, the British cooperatives
are proposing the rather startling
change of not declaring dividends
on purchases made in these stores.
This is a fundamental departure
from the Rochdale plan. As soon
as the 13,000 retail cooperative societies have voted on the proposal,
the plan will be set in motion.
There is every indication that the
five & ten scheme will be overwhelmingly adopted.
Naturally, the old-line retailers
are worried, all the way from the
proprietor of the corner store to
the huge Selfridge department
store in London. There are today
650,000 independent shops in England, 65,000 chain stores, and
1,000 department stores. The figures look formidable, but when it
is remembered that the co-ops today get IO per cent of the retail
trade, the additional margin they
will obtain from the new marketing venture becomes a vital factor
in Britain's economic scheme.
The one man who will suffer
from the invasion of the co-ops is
the independent merchant with a
limited capital in estment. The
independent merchant still does
between 65 and 70 per cent of the
r etail trade, but he will lo e hi
preponderance rapid! . His minute margin of profit , ill undoubtedly disappear when the coop fi e & ten store front appear
on the treet.
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cause his old man was born here
dat dis was our little joint see?
An if it wasnt we useto call a
joint in da middle a Europe da ol
country. But I bin gettin aroun
lately and I aint so dumb anymore.
Da foist ting I does is go to da
Woild's Fair in Noo Yawk. An da
foist ting I does at da Woild's
Fair is to go to da snooty British
Pavilyun ta see what holds da umpire tagedder. An what does I see?
Does I see a pitcher of ol cherry
tree George bustin King George
da Toid in da kisser like I loined
school? No I dont. I sees a whole
wall fulla names an at da top is a
gink called King John da Good an
at da bottom is a guy called
George Washington and ya know
what it adds up ta? Da little cockney what tells us dumb guy what
da score is says, "So ya see, ladies
and gentlemen, da father of your
own country was a de cendant of
our own King John and there is
a very close connection between
Hi, Mammy
your country and mine."
Well I tink aint dat swell. U
ESSE
youse guys out in da
backcountry I wanna wi e ya guy u eta tink we wuz orphan
up to sumpin. Da trubble wit wit nobuddy ta love u . n I
youse guys is ya dont get around tink why not ya cant take it
enough. Ya tink you e is Ameri- witcha why doncha go ta ee di
joint he ra in about. o I g e
cans doncha? n ya thinks dis i
yer own country doncha? Well down to da Briti h Con ul by da
you e aint and it aint. ow take Battery an wipe me some free
me I u eta be dumb like youse lit on England. I aint mu h at
guy too. I u eto tink becau e my readin big , oid but I get da
old man was born here and be- drift. Here da foi t an da la t

The cooperatives have grown
slowly but solidly in Great Britain. Barring the advent of a
fascist regime they will soon be
able to assume control of affairs in
Threadneedle street. In the
United States the growth has been
slower. Various factors have held
back the growth of cooperatives.
But they are coming. The American farmer, realizing that the private grain exchanges offer him no
economic benefits, is organizing
his own co-operative grain associations. In one state of the union,
North Dakota, the cooperatives
sell more gasoline and oil than
all the major corporations. Group
medical and dental associations,
and cooperative filling stations
and mail order houses are common. The time is not far distant
when your local five and ten may
be a co-op.
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sentences of a toidytwo page book.
Ya tink Im kiddin ya?
"ENGLAND"
"For the holiday that is a homecoming, the holiday you will
never forget."
"The rock whence we are hewn"
"Impressive words and good
ones to remember. Go to the Continent, if you feel you must; but
remember that before you see the
Continent, there is a place that has
a prior claim on your heart: a little
island where the first thousand
years or so of your own history
took place; where you needn't
bother about languages and
phrase-books; where a little money
will go a long way; where the
things you have regarded as fairy

tales exist in reality; where you
will have the best of all holiday
feeling-the feeling of coming
home. Yes, England waits to welcome you home."
"Remember that your own history originated here; that people
here speak your own language,
and look out on the world in
much the same way as you do;
remember, above all, that they are
waiting to give you a friendly welcome; and make up your mind to
come home for a holiday."
Da trubble wit youse guys is ya
dont get around enough. Me Im
goin home where dey keeps ya off
da grass by buildin cellars under
it an where dey speaks me own
langwich. Hi, Mammy!

America Today
"There isn't any other country that I know of where
people are so willing to sacrifice dignity for money. I
think it isn't generally realized how fiercely business fights
to create and maintain a cheap atmosphere in America.
It is to the advantage of business to have as many cheap
people as possible, because cheap people are easily
stampeded into spending money for things that business
produces, while dignified people aren't."
JESSE RAI SFORD SPRAGUE

I
that H ans Schmidt and Ivan
Brovodich marched agains t Jan
Pilsadski, and Pierre Ladoux
against Fritz Mueller, and John
Brown against-and none of them
wanted to march, to kill, to die.
... Some of them, in all nations,
are subjects of the Kingdom beyond all Kingdoms, the Holy ation. . . . They are now condemned to kill one another, driven
by a madness not of their making.

The
PILGRIM

By 0 . P.

For all of us who were chained
to the radio in those fir t gloomy
days of September there was, I
imagine, the same succession of
emotions . . .. After fascinated horror had given way to indignation,
the more pitiful because it was so
helpless, there came quietly a sudden peace, a deep consent to the
patient ways of G d .... His whips
were whistling through the universe and His anger was now open
for all men to see. . . . There wa
something in the world which was
in the way of the Go pel-call it
what you will-and a generation
driven to its knee will be privileged to see the ultimate application of the law of history: " 11
thing work together for good to
them that love God." ...
Little man, what now? . . .
long or a hort war? ... I do not
know .... E en a brief glimp e of
the hell of man' hate for man i
enough. . . . , ar fought according to the rule of international

KRETZMANN

"A ll the trumpets sounded
for him on the other side"
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

Little Man, W hat Now?

A ND so the cup of hate has at

last spilled over . . . "Germany Invades Poland"-"Great
Britain Declares War"-"Warsaw
Has Fallen" -"Ru ia Invades Poland"-"Warsaw Bombed.... " Behind the e dreamlike headline the
real pageantry of war unfolds ....
ow I mu t ay again that the e
ab tractions-Germany,
Poland,
Great Britain, Ru ia, Warsaw,
France - are without meaning
and truth. . . . I do not know
the names of all the men who
"declared war," but I do know

11
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· warfare? ... I do not know. . ..
It is the last bitter irony that men
should kill each other according to
rules and regulations .... The destruction of our civilization? ... I
do not know.... I know only that
God is, that Christ died, that there
is no hope without Him and no
peace, that His old wounds are
still there, that the angels of death
fly more quickly now, that the
Church has greater responsibility
in a world that has lost all responsibility, and that, despite hate and
hell, the City of God will stand.
. . . That, I know, is the answer to
the question, written in pity: "Little man, very little man, what
now?"

Song of America

A TRANSCONTINENTAL

journey as the continent from
which my fathers came sinks into
chaos and night. . . . Final emotion: A sense of profound gratitude for living in America. . . .
Although it is not all sweetness
and light, it is a paradise of peace
when I hear the screams of the
purgatory that is Europe. . .. A
few details .... America's remarkable interest in fish .... The spring
of the year was marked by wholesale swallowing of fish, especially
the gold fish variety, by our collegians. . . . ow the tune which
comes over the portable radio on

all transcontinental coaches is entitled "Three Little Fishes. . .. "
It tells the story of three fish who
swam over a dam and back again.
. . . Simple enough in itself,
though perhaps in it is the ancient
human experience of finding that
zest for adventure, when achieved,
invariably turns to boredom....
There was nothing on the other
side of the dam; there is no pot
of gold at the end of the rainbow,
and "Three Little Fishes" is interrupted by the tired voice of the
commentator from Warsaw .... A
mad world, my masters ... .
There is still something incredibly moving about the far West ....
The long, slow twilight, the barren plains, the snowy mountains .
. . . This is America.... The Star
Spangled Banner and The Grapes
of Wrath . . . Walt Whitman
and Bret Harte . . . Brigham
Young and J.P. Morgan .... The
America of the gold rush and San
Francisco .... Vital, pushing, alive,
moving toward a greater destiny
if it does not forget to remember
God ....
Mt. Hood still and white under
a high August moon .... Thoughtful men have always marked their
smallness by the everla ting hills.
. . . Tonight Mt. Hood is more
harply the measure of their stupidity.... All day I have Ii tened
to the news of the whirling dervishes of Europe.. . . ow I know
that the e hills will lie quiet when
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the shouts of men will be buried
in books .... Far back in time the
Hebrew singer knew more about
life than we when he wrote: "I
will lift up mine eyes to the hills
from whence cometh my help." ...
So back to a hotel room to read
again St. Augustine's The City of
God . ... Here is a sure recipe for
these days: The Gospel of St. John
and The City of God as the Europe of the past four hundred
years twitches once more in the
convulsions of its slow death ....
The man who wrote the Gospel
according to St. John lived eternity in time . . . . The author of
The City of God saw the world he
knew and loved buried in the
ruins of Rome and the hot sands
of North Africa. . . . Both books,
though on different levels, tell the
perennial story of Him Who
touches our broken lives into immortality and gives us, ever and
again, new oil for dying lamps .. . .
A Portland new paper prints
the following two paragraphs:
"The foundations of this war were
the private choice of small coteries of civil rulers and military
staff .... Those foundations were
the power of small bodies of men
to work their will upon mankind
and use them a pawn in a game.
And nothing le than the emancipation of the world from the e
thing will accompli h peace.
"The pa ion of thi world are
not dead; the rivalries of this

J
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world have not cooled; they have
been rendered hotter than ever.
. . . Unless there is sureness of
combined action before wrong is
attempted, wrong will be attempted just as soon as the most
ambitious nations can recover
from the financial stress of war."
These lines are from the public
addresses of Woodrow Wil on at
the close of World War I .... An
interesting example of the sad
truth that a man may know what
is wrong but does not know what
to do about it... .
America speaks . . . . The collegian in the seat beside me in the
train meandering on the We t
Coast of America has a portable
radio. . . . It is 3 A.M. in Berlin
and by setting the radio again t a
half open window we hear a weary
voice speaking with a Briti h accent: "Theah ah no new developments heah; the pre s and the
diplomats have gone to bed. We
turn your back to ew York." ...
Momentarily we wish the dipl mats would remain in b d for
some time to come.... It would
be a good thing for the world ....
The conductor top and Ii ten :
"I think that Dutchman i behind
the eight ball. He can't g back
and he can't go forward. There'
gonna' be war." . . . he 1 r cl
porter pau e at our at. . . . n
five minute we di. cover that he i
a uni er ity graduate in politi al
economy.... " ho e G rmans are
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smart. Bismarck got more in
Africa with a smile, a pistol, and
a bottle of rum than France and
England with shot, shell, and
plunder. . . ." America speaking....
In the midst of a rugged wilderness the train sudden! y comes
upon the great Shasta Dam across
the meandering Sacramento River.
. . . Already there is a little city
complete with houses, garages, and
trucks. . . . The dam, the porter
says, will supply light and power
for the Sacramento and San
Joaquin Valleys, control floods,
give better navigation, provide irrigation, and even control the
salinity of West Coast waters ....
The dam is the heart of the immense Central Valleys' Project. ...
Here perhaps is America at its
materialistic best, harnessing nature for the purpose of peace ....
Down in the Sacramento Valley
the branches ef the fruit trees are
propped up. . . . The greatest
crop in years .... The -porter tells
us that there is no way to bring
this fruit to the men, women, and
children to whom it would mean
health .... A mad world, my masters ... .
At every way-station we eagerly
pick up the late t newspaper....
By and large, the merican pre s
kept it head during Europe's
darkest days since 1914.... Towering above the editorial and the
radio comment during the fir t ten

days of September is the following
from the New York Herald
Tribune . ... "Across the English
Channel at 11:15 Sunday morning, an old man, now in his 81st
year, sat in a comfortable Dutch
room and heard Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain announce to
the world that Great Britain 'is at
war with Germany.' Some say his
face became deathly pale .
"Of what was the old man
thinking? Did that fateful dateAugust 4, 1914-echo and reecho in his mind? Did he see the
confident, serried, helmeted legions which swept across the Belgian frontiers and on through
Liege, Louvain and Brussels into
France? Did he hear again the
ecstatic victory promises of Moltke, Von Mackensen, Ludendorff
and the rest? Was his vision
clouded by the heaping corpses of
1,773,000 German soldiers, by
more than 8,500,000 dead in sixteen countries? Did he hear the
shrieks and moans of more than
21,000,000 wounded men? Out of
the depths of humanity's maddest
nightmare did he hear once more,
as in ovember, 1918, the bitter
verdict of his mightiest generals
-' 11 is fini hedl'? What did the
old man see and hear? What did
he think?
"He is an old man now. They
say hi face was whiter, much
whiter than it norm. Wordscalm determined Engli h words-
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poured into his ears. At last he
summoned the members of his
household. Alone with these faithful few Wilhelm of the Hohenzollerns knelt in prayer." . . . A
strange world, my masters . .. .
This is America. . . . What
America needs to remember lies
in the words of Chesterton at the
end of his book What I Saw in
America . ... "Men will more and
more realise that there is no meaning in democracy if there is no
meaning in anything; and that
there is no meaning in anything
if the universe has not a centre of
significance and an authority that
is the author of our rights. There
is truth in every ancient fable, and
there is here even something of it
in the fancy that finds the symbol
of the Republic in the bird that
bore the bolts of Jove. Owls and
bats may wander where they will
in darkness, and for them as for
the sceptics the universe may have
no centre; kites and vultures may
linger as they like o er carrion,
and for them as for the plutocrats
existence may have no origin and
no end; but it was far back in the
land of legends, where instincts
find their true images, that the
cry went forth that freedom is an
eagle, who e glory i gazing at the
sun."
Final note . . . . For no good
reason we decided to turn from
headlines and radio ne, bulletins
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to "Alice in Wonderland." ... In
the magnificent chapter "A Mad
Tea-Party," I find two sections
which seem to apply to our world.
... On the European situation: "'I
want a clean cup,' said the Hatter
'Let's all move one place on.'
"He moved on as he spoke, and
the Dormouse followed him. The
March Hare moved into the Dormouse's place, and Alice rather
unwillingly took the place of the
March Hare. The Hatter was the
only one who got any advantage
from the change; and Alice was a
good deal worse off than before, as
the March Hare had just upset the
milk-jug into his plate."
The situation in America: "The
Dormouse had closed its eyes by
this time, and was going off into
a doze; but, on being pinched by
the Hatter, it woke up again with
a little shriek, and went on: ' ...
that begins with an M, such a
mouse-trap , and the moon, and
memory, and muchne s-you know
you say things are "much of a
muchness" -did you ever see such
a thing as a drawing of a muchness!'
" 'Really, now you a k me,' said
lice, very much confu ed, I don't
think ....'
"'Then you houldn't talk,' said
the Hatter"; ... Read that to the
accompaniment of Honegger's Pacific 2p and the picture is complete....

Perhaps the horrors of war make the detective story more necessary than ever-

THE DETECTIVE
STORY
By

WALTER

E.

KRAEMER

T

HE biggest mystery in the
field of the detective story
is the detective story itself.
Is it literature? While it religiously observes the laws of unity,
coherence, and emphasis, it greys
the English professor's hair by
blithely breaking all other rules
of literary composition. It discourages descriptive flights; it blurs all
its characters except the central
figure, who really stands aloof
from the story itself as a sort of
hybrid Greek chorus, Master Puppeteer, and radio M.C.; and it gets
along best when the "romantic
interest" is held down to a minimum. It simply hasn't the same
objectives as the novel, the play, or
the sonnet. It is related to these
only as swing is to mu ic or paint
to Cubism. It uses the same materia, but with an entirely different purpose. It's a game.
Isn't it morbid? But it strives for
no emotional appeal save that of

suspense. It deals in death without
grief, bloodshed without horror,
tragedy without tears. Its interest,
unlike that of the pure horror
story, from which it must be carefully distinguished, is not at all
focused on the victim but on the
culprit. Death is merely incidental. It may sound like an elaborate
build-up, but the fact remains that
the fictional detective alone in
modem literature approaches the
salutary Greek idea of a Nemesis
and works on the basis of a ruthless and just retribution, regardless of circumstances-extenuating
or otherwise. The detective story
demands the exposure of the
criminal, the punishment of the
crime. Why the crime is usually
murder, rather than theft or arson
or a confidence game, any newspaper editor can explain. It is
still a game-for grownup wouldbe Indian scouts or G-men.
Isn't it the hack product of a
16
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hack profession? But its appeal is
analogous to that of the intellectual concentration and analysis of
a chess game, a Chinese puzzle,
and a geometry problem rolled in
one. Probably every author worth
his salt has a secret hankering to
try his hand at it some day. Not a
few, firmly established in a respected literary field, have published detective stories under pseudonyms, often to discover, too late,
that it is an art-a lesser art, it
may be, like cooking or landscaping-but an art, nonetheless, to
write a good one. And, conversely,
many an author whose name is
cobwebbed with dignity in the
High School English course has
not lost face for consorting with
cops on occasion. Many a reader
first learned to know and appreciate Poe, Dumas, Dickens, Collins,
or Chesterton through their mystery jaunts. Didn't Shakespeare,
even, play Watson to Hamlet's
Sherlock in a bit of reverse sleuthing? It's lighter reading, a literary
game, but one that doesn't lend
itself to pot-boiling. It probably
takes as much time and pencil
chewing to write a good detecti e
story as it doe a novel. The reader
wants to be fooled, and when, as
in the old algebra texts, he come
to the back of the book, he wants
all the an wer .
o less mysterious are the detective story's origin . hould some
archeologi t unearth a Babylonian
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clay tablet replete with corpse,
clues, suspects, bungling police officer, and shrewd private investigator, it would come as no surprise. The apocryphal addition to
Daniel known as "Susanna and
the Elders," the story of King
Rhampsinitus in Herodotus, and
some of the Arabian Nights tales
have prepared us. The craft could
probably be traced back to the
first time some yokel got a chain
hopelessly tangled and sat down
resolved to untangle it if it took
all week. Successful, he me ed it
up again and asked a neighbor to
try it. In some such way the progenitor of the fictional detective,
the puzzle-maker, was born. And
since the detective story i and remains fundamentally a game, any
attempt to assay it a "an infantile
escape-literature from life' prevalent injustice " is as futile as
searching for social signifi ance in
the current hair-do. Instead of
some tangled ring or a jig- awcut picture, the detective story
scatters clues artfully, drop hint
casually, and demand
much
shrewd two-plus-twoing. When
humanity stops playing, then it'
time to start viewing with alarm.
But to ati fy man' pigeon-hole
in tine
the beginning of the
modern detective story are usually
a cribed to Edgar llan Poe. nd
yet its conception w reall y international. bile the American Poe
laid down it ba ic formula of
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pure ratiocination and gave it a
certain literary form and standing,
the Englishman Wilkie Collins expanded it into novel length and
gave it action, and the Frenchman
Gaboriau put the finishing touches on it by elaborating and complicating its plot and introducing
the first famous and continuing
detective: Monsieur Lecoq. These
three must be equally enshrined.
The Murders in the Rue Morgue,
The Moonstone, and File No. 113
are, in this field, the classics-so
classic that they are already being
reverently referred to, but seldom
read.

Improvements
After this triumvirate had done
with it, the detective story received
only minor improvements from
other hands. Anna Katharine
Green popularized it; Fergus
Hume showed that it paid; Conan
Doyle introduced the detective
who ha since become the inviolate
pattern of eccentricity, encyclopedic knowledge, and close deduction. Philo Vance and his Egyptian cigarets, Hercule Poirot and
his muffler, Ellery Queen and his
Harvard drawl, Charlie Chan and
his proverb (the li ti long)-these
are all faithful stereotypes struck
from the matrix of Sherlock
Holmes with his funny hat, big
pipe, needle, and hrewd ob er ations. fter him the re t is streamlining, the final curiicue, it is

hoped, coming several years ago
when you received with your detective novel a package of actual
clues-cigaret stubs, locks of hair,
unfinished notes-all neatly packed
in cellophane. There seems to
be nothing more to add unless it
be the corpse on ice. Even humor
has been exhausted. Still in the
I 9th century, Anton Chekhov (a
Russian, of all people!) wrote a
hilarious tale of some perfectly
logical deduction by an amateur
sleuth from shrewdly discovered
clues. The one thing missing was
the obviously smothered, also
probably stabbed, corpus delicti.
It was traced, still with a Sherlockian ingenuity, only to be
found alive and in the pink of
health. From now on the only
frontiers are in more esoteric
methods of murder, greater complexity of plot, and funnier police
officers.
The basic formula has been
crystallized. A good detective fictioneer dare not cheat, for by
these rule is he judged. His murder will really be murder and not,
at the last minute, a cleverly accompli hed suicide. The culprit
will be one of the chief characters
and not, at the la t minute, a hungry hobo or the detecti e himself.
The detective will hare with the
reader all the clue a he finds
them and not, at the la t minute,
reveal the incriminating fingerprints on the dagger. There will be

I
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no loose ends le£ t dangling. Unlike
in life, every act of every character
must have had a reason. It may be,
at the time, a false clue, but it must
not have been arbitrarily planted.
The story will shun secret staircases, supernaturalism, too much
intuition, too many life-like coincidences, and, with the license
of the story-teller granted, too
many implausibilities.

Recommendations
If puzzles don't intrigue you,
detective stories probably will not
either. But if your fingers itch
whenever you pass a Chinese curio
shop, if you like chess or checkers,
if you en joyed geometry, you
could do worse with a spare evening than play the inexpensive
game of trying to beat some hatefully conceited and confident
sleuth to the solution. You can
even play favorites. If you like
your mysteries as crisp as a new
bill and as realistic as two truck
drivers arguing, Dashiell Hammett is your man. If you prefer
the completely practical old-maidish type that fu ily bemoan the
fact that "the parlor curtains
weren't done over thi
pring,
what with the murder, the traipsing police and all in the hou e,"
Mary Robert Rinehart' your

choice. If you want a side education in anything, from the care
and breeding of thoroughbred
dogs through the identification of
pottery of the Ming Dynasty up
to the quantum theory made easy,
Philo Vance, product of the Yale
Arts Professor, S. S. van Dine (ne
Willard Huntington Wright), is at
your service. If you like the clergy
to have its inning with some wellspoken observations on mankind
in general, Chesterton's Father
Brown is soul-sati fying. Or if you
don't mind the kibitzing type of
author who continually chuckles
over your shoulder at your puerile
attempts to outwit him, the
masked Ellery Queen is daring
you. They are today produced for
practically every taste, mental age
level, and phobia. Pick a good one,
don't peek at the la t page, don't
make a blind gues at the culprit
and then crow afterward , but
really try to catch and interpret
the ca ually placed clue : and even
you will enjoy a detective story
de pite the fact that Woodrow
Wil on did and a lot f college
profe or are till su pected of
keeping one under the mattre .
If in your readin y u o a ionally
get the bonu of me g od writing like Poe' or he terton' ,
much the better.

+
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I have seen neither the Gotham
nor the Frisco Fairs. I en joy the
rare distinction among my contemporaries of not having visited
these two cities in 1939. The reason is that each has in itself and
its environment so much that is
fascinating that I should in either
place certainly not have found
time, even in a week's stay, to visit
any World's Fairs.
This is speaking from experience.
At New York they have had
these many years, through the
four seasons, a show which casts
into the shadow all the marvels
that have been assembled over on
Long Island. I mean the great
pageant of life that sweeps past
you wherever you go when you
are in the metropolis. I mean the
lighting up of the skyscrapers
when you stand at dusk at the
lower end of Central Park. eon
lights have destroyed forever, I
suppose, the Great White Way.
But the sidewalks continue to present-with their moving crowds,
show windows, invitations to business and entertainment, light, motion, color, odors, sounds-the
greatest show on earth. A week of
this would not satisfy my hunger
for impressions of life in the
world's most amazing city. "Pete"
Wilhelm was part of thi life for
twenty years but never lo t the
wonder over its complexity. Thee
canyons of many-storied structures

THE

ALEMBIC
By

THEODORE

GRAEBNER

"The world cares little for
anything a man has to utter
that has not previously been
distilled in the alembic of
his life."
HOLLAND, Gold-Foil

~Alibis. The Alembic will
register no impressions either of
the Treasure Island or of the TryIon and Perisphere show. This
statement has nothing behind it
that should cause our subscribers
to desert us either in the ew
York or San Francisco areas. In
fact, we are about to submit, by
way of alibi, a bouquet of flattery
as choice as any extended to either
of these marvelous cities by their
most enthusiastic vi itors of 1939.
20
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-I can well understand the German structural engineer who
wrote friend Horst after a visit
to New York, "V or dies en W ollienschabern steht man einfach
erschlagen!" The view from
Brooklyn Bridge yields still the
greatest sight of man's building
endeavors.
Then there is the Egyptian
Princess in her room at the Metropolitan. I fell in love with Pharaoh's daughter when I was a
small boy. Schnorr von Carolsfeld
pictured her in the Bible historystanding behind her servants, a
palm-leaf fan shading her eyes,
dark, lustrous, gentle eyes, looking
down upon the babe in the bulrushes. We have learned since that
she became ruler of Egypt, commanded millions in treasure and
hosts of men to build her temples
and palaces and raise obelisks, and
to make granite statues of hero£ which six or seven are gathered
in a room of the Metropolitan
Museum. She has been dead 3400
years. But what exalted dignity in
that pose, what deathle s beauty
in those delicately chi eled features!
That's ju t one room of the
Metropolitan. If I hould tire of
the rest, there will be The Cloi ters, of which CRE SET ga e you
a few glimp e . Then Goodhue's
churches. Then the two great railroad station , the like of which ha
not been built since the Baths of
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Caracalla. And you could roam
the sidewalks of New York for a
week without discovering them.
So, when would I have found
time to see the Fair?
And when would I be able to
visit Treasure Island, with the
great trees of Muir Wood so close
at hand, within a few hours' run
the Sierras, and the incredible expanse of the Pacific with the
breakers rolling in on Monterey
from storms on the China coast?
One sunset seen through the
Golden Gate is worth all the treasures gathered together in Enchanted Isle.
Under these conditions what
choice remained but-New Mexico?

~ E l Porvenir. New Mexico
is a land which God made for
tired editors and their families.
The political history of ew Mexico as a state would be written
in different terms, of course. Geographically
ew Mexico i the
fourth state of the Union in ize,
and it ha half a many people a
the city of St. Louis, and only 325
quare miles of water, counting
every pool, lough, and watering
trough. What I mean i that the
country i dry, mu h f it de ert;
but what it has of wa er course
and fore ts, mountain and cavern , makes it the Land f nchantment ad erti ed to the tourist. Up from Las ega 17 miles,
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a road which is by no means an
arterial highway,-though you will
get accustomed to its angles,
grades, and precipices after three
or four trips-takes you to the
mouth of a canyon of the Sangre
de Cristo Range, where the pack
trails begin. This is El Porvenir,
which was to be our resting place
on our way to a tour of Colorado
from the South. We eliminated
Colorado. Here was a place-I
shall forego describing its good
eats and beds-here is a place without a radio, mail three times a
week (with difficulty), no traffic,
since automobiles end here and
horses begin, not a sound except
those produced by wind and
water, and, within easy walk, canyons with granite walls on which
Yosemite has nothing.
There is a peak easily reached
on horseback which yields a view
on the one hand of 200 miles of
desert and on the other of the entire Sangre de Cristo Range,
stretching far into Colorado, with
Pike's Peak visible on a clear day,
275 miles distant. These figures
will mean nothing to those unaccustomed to mountaineering, but
475 miles is probably a panorama
unequaled in America. And they
have good horses to take you up
the Hermit Peak, el. 11,000, where
you ha e this iew at least nine
days out of ten.
Humidity at El Porvenir is
sometimes zero for three weeks on

end. The nights are cold, their
silence unbroken except for the
sound of a small cascade in the
canyon. Fifteen minutes' walk in
any direction, and you are beyond
any signs of the presence of man,
peaks and forests standing in silent grandeur as they were when
the Spanish conquerors came
through this land 400 years ago.

~ Oldest America.

For this is
oldest America. Here white man
entered upon the possession of the
New World nearly a hundred
years before Jamestown was settled
by the British. At Santa Fe they
will show you what is the oldest
church in America and close by
the oldest house. This does not
take in the Indian pueblos which
are all of them centuries old, while
Taos Pueblo has been inhabited
for a thousand years.
This is what gives the Southwest
its strange color. The Indians are
still here, living in the same adobe
houses, plying the same trades and
crafts. They make the avajo rugs
over in Arizona. From the pueblos
come the Indian ha kets, pottery,
and jewelry. (And it i all genuine
since the Federal law has made a
penitentiary offense of selling as
Indian ware anything that has not
been produced by the Indian.)
You are in a foreign land when
you are in
ew Me ico. More
than by it cenic wonder you are
intrigued by the human beings
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who inhabit the land-the Indians,
the Spaniards, their language, arts,
and homes, the ranch owners,
prospectors, forest rangers, and
cowboys. Certainly not in America, and I doubt whether in the
entire world, will you find the
equal of this life in the communities, whether large or small, of
New Mexico.

~ Old Santa Fe. It was the
end of the Santa Fe Trail in the
pioneer days of Western expansion. It was said then that the Ten
Commandments end at Santa Fe,
and this may still be true, although life proceeds in an orderly
manner in the old town. There is
a good modern department store
on the plaza, and La Fonda is one
of the finest hotels in America.
The city is being rebuilt along
lines of Pueblo architecture, and
to the lover of the unusual there
are pre ent, even now, vistas which
have no counterpart in any
American city.
But I will gi e you all the flowing grace of La Fonda, the breathtaking glimp es of the artist
colony, and the glorious auditorium of the Mu eum with it thrilling combination of Hi pano- ztec
and Pueblo, I will gi e you all thi
for that vie'V of the Painted De ert
which extends on the outhern
approach of anta Fe down to
Glorieta Can on.

~ Taos.
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Famous for its pueblos, its artist colony, and its scenery, Taos nestles against the foothills of the Sangre de Cristo mountains. I have three grievances
against Taos. It has horribly
cheapened its plaza with commercial advertising of the most blatant sort. It permits its Indian to
hang around the plaza wearing,
not Indian blankets-which would
be tolerable, though absurd
enough in mid-summer-but wrapping them elves in "comforters"
covered with printed cotton and
bought at Montgomery Ward.
Then there is the Posada, a "genuine Mexican" restaurant presided
over by the worst cook that has
ever come out of Mexico. Hi enchiladas have as a basis a piece of
beef re embling in consi tency a
tender cut from the flap of a
Mexican saddle. We were recommended to La Po ada by the
young lady in charge of the Chamber of Commerce Bureau of Information.
But the pueblo north of the ity
i fully up to expectation , y ,
far tran cending any de cripti n,
pictorial or literary, that we ha e
s en. It i one of the mar el , unque tionably, of architecture in
meri a. he two larger and older
building are an in redible sight
as their adobe wall ri e out of th
earth to a height of fi e tories in
receding order, familiar from
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many pictures. I have not seen the
rock temples of Egypt, but nothing else, it seems to me, can compete with these pueblos in their
perfect relation to environment
and in their suggestion of age-old
ceremonial and communal life.
When this pueblo was built, Charlemagne ruled Western Europe.

~ Rodeo. If you have an idea
that a rodeo is chiefly an exhibition of bucking bronchos throwing cowboys and of calves being
lassoed in a cattle yard, divest
your mind of such notions. To
begin with we don't speak of
bronchos but of broncs, nor of
lassoing cattle but of ropin' them.
Then, it is not the cattle or the
horses but the cowboy as a superb
horseman that is center of the
excitement and enthusiasm.
A rodeo is rather exciting entertainment. In fact it is so exciting
that by comparison an average
"World Series" game is about as
electrifying as a game of Old
Maid. Ice hockey, by comparison,
is an evening session of a convention of sleep-walkers. The excitement in a rodeo is occasioned by
the contest between human
brawn and skill and the higher
animals. You may see marvelous
exhibitions of riding ability, as in
a square dance performed by sixteen fine hor es mounted. There is
trick riding and there are ropetwi ting tunts. But all this holds

no thrill compared with the contests involving wild steers and untamed horses.
One of the guests at El Porvenir
was at the Jamestown Fair, 1907,
when the 101 Ranch gave an exhibition. A British cavalry officer offered to ride any of the broncs,
asserting that there isn't a horse
that a British cavalryman cannot
ride. He was given opportunity
after the show. The cowboys have
a term, "pulling leather." In riding a bronc, the rider is told to
hold the bridle with one hand,
and under no circumstances must
he "pull leather," that is, hold
himself by the pommel of the
(Western) saddle. Well, the Englishman "pulled leather" fore and
aft and in less than a minute was
thrown ten feet vertically.
There is a new feature called
"bull-dogging" a steer. For this
purpose a line of very powerful
and heavy steers is bred in Texas.
A good Brahma (pron. . Mex.,
brayma) will stand five feet at the
shoulders, weigh a ton, and have
horns eighteen inches long. These
animals are as wild as those of
the Indian jungle. When the chute
opens they dart forth with the
speed of a race hor e. t once the
steer is crowded by two fleet horse
mounted. fter a few seconds the
rider to his le£ t will drop off his
horse, and hi right arm will do e
around the steer' n eck while
going full tilt. Then he must
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throw the steer until he has him
flat on his side, head and four feet
on the ground. Sometimes the
steer will fall on the wrong side,
when the cowboy will have to turn
him over.
In the rules of the rodeo I was
intrigued by the remark that cowboys will be penalized for "abusing" any steers. Consider that a
Brahma (pron. N. Mex., brayma)
when he charges from his chute is
an exhibition of brute strength
only second to that of a charging
rhinoceros. And the cowboy is
warned against "abusing" the animal.• One of the cowboys at Las
Vegas did not exactly abuse his
steer, but when the animal entered
the corral it collapsed. Its neck
was broken under the biceps muscle of the "bull-dogger's" right
arm.
The readers of this column may
be trusted to make all moral observations called forth by the practices of Wes tern rodeo, our presence there, and the incidents described.

~ The Bottom Drawer. What
do we find here?-A copy of the
• One of the cowboys explained to
me later that contestants have been
found to use a coil of sharp metal hidden in their hand to subdue the
Brahma (pron. . Mex., brayma) teer.
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Buffalo Courier-Express which we
picked up while at Chatauqua
Lake, lecturing. It has an eightcolumn heading: "Russian-Nazi
Pact Stuns Europe." This refers to
the treaty of non-aggression which
Stalin concluded with Hitler.
Then there are cablegrams from
all the capitals of Europe, reporting the impression made on the
political wise-guys by this treaty.
At Moscow foreign diplomats
were "thunderstruck." The report
hit Rome "as a tremendous surprise." At Budapest it was reported that the story of the HitlerStalin pact "burst like a bombshell in southeastern Europe."
Now, excepting the Balkan
states, where THE CRESSET is not
read, what excuse was there for
all this excitement? In our Alembic of June this year we li ted a
treaty between Russia and the
Nazi State as one of the things
that while impossible would before long be true, yes, was even
then actually in preparation. We
quoted from a journali tic ource
to which not a secular editor had
paid the lea t attention, and on it
based our prediction.
The thunder truck diplomat in
Moscow, the more literate Yugoslavian politician , and King Victor Emanuel ought to subscribe
for CRESSET.

VERSE
The Editor Orders a Book
Who writes as hard as rocks now anymore?
And still the tale of tales has not been told.
What though great Ilium's song can still be sung
And stir the blood of Johnnie, twelve years old,
It holds no battle-cry for me.
There nods
Tall Vergil on the fourteenth shelf, back in
The Roman section of the reading room;
And Dante sighs there just below the stairs
(And stars); while Dickens takes a stroll again
Alive at Yule, a little lonely and
A little duller than the year before;
A hundred times a year wise Avon gets the stage,
And preachers search him for a phrase; by law
A million freshmen kill King Lear-and sing
Hit One tonight.
I want a stronger tale.
One born, as we, of earth, yet filled with grand
Rememberings of lands above the blue,
For it must have a father there; a tale
To give me strength today and yet to have
Some left to give me strength at dawn again,
And after many suns and moons I would
Be talking of it still. Long after rains
And many snows have come I wish to sing
The selfsame song once more, a song so broad
To hold all men, of pitch that all may sing.
The man five years abed in second ward
Must pick a smile from it; the peer who does
His wintering in Waikiki find room
Be ide that alcoholic bellows there
Asleep upon the walk. A bare-kneed boy,
Unschooled, must know the fame thereof, and it
Must grow with him between the marrow of
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His bones. No photograph in shades of black
Of earth and life that swarms thereon I seek,
No realistic scratch, nor lovely yarn
That has no salt when moon has set and sun
Burns all except the truth to dusty ash;
And yet it must be real and rosy both
In one. No ugly placard raise of life
Beneath the bridge where deep-cut woes are drugged
In deeper throes of lust! Yet even there
This tale must win its magic way: be cursed
Or loved by wreckage too.
Will fiction do?
Not any epic saga answers now.
I need a biographic book, with one
For hero greater than they all.
For once
We want a man who fought his way to gates
Of truth and did not leave us standing there.
We know that we are hungry: give us food!
We know the question: answer it! And tell
Us not of universal pains that gnaw
Because the universal soul wants meat.
Enshrine no champions who died in thrusts
To make us all alike, but tell of one
Who gave the needy bread, and yet a man
Who knew that bread is nothing when alone.
With such a tale, my scribes, the world will end,
And all lay down their pens, and all will go
To see the bard and do the things he said.
And all will tell us all of it and shout,
While eyes will glisten with the drops of rain
That only from the sky of joy can fall.
Who lives to do this everlasting work?
Of whom? Where will the right star stand?
But hold!
Do I recall a book to end all books?
Has the star stood? (Then rub the order out.)
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Is there a symphony so clarion-clear,
So dulcet, clean, that all the world has heard,
And bends its ear to catch the eagle-call
Again? As hard as rocks? Above the stars?
As strong as dawn or dusk, in heat or cold
Alike? For girl and grandam, rich and wretch?
Four men, who had some other work to do,
Could not hold back the hands their hearts pushed on.
One blew so many times the trumpet call
He knew, for always very many came to hear.
He wrote not until he at Ephesus
Began to die. The granite-man who once
Was crumbled by the echo of a cock's
Shrill cry found here and there a moment's rest
From shouting loud and far the narrative
And told it to his son, who made with words
The work of art the rock-man saw in deeds.
A young physician let his good herbs dry
And let men die, that he might sing the song
That they might live; and underneath the bridge
The singing publican wrote swift and strong.
WALTER E. MUELLER

♦

Ideas Versus Principles
"In these days, to describe a person as a man of ideas
is to praise him, as a man of principles is virtually to
condemn him. And yet, ideas and knowledge without
basic principles can lead only to conflict and impotence.
The great value of principles or standards is that they
enable a person to meet the complexities and contradictions of life with a minimum of wasteful thinking. . . .
The person without adequate principles is like one without exact standards of truth. He is caught in a web of
ideas which he must evaluate in terms of expediency.
One expedient leads to another, like the progressive
expedients of a lie, and the result is personal and social
discord."-HENRY C. LINK
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Interest in the Music of the Great
Orlando di Lasso Is Being Revived.

h There is a notion, persistently
• · repeated and wellnigh endlessly circulated, that great composers are invariably either shunted aside in a callous manner during their lifetime or tragically
underrated. But painstaking and
accurate scholarship boggles instinctively at such empty generalization . The careers of too many
masters of music prove with inconte table conclusiveness that the
belief is often founded on quicksand of the most treacherous kind.
More than four hundred years
ago, there was born in the city of
Mons, in Belgium, a manchild

who was destined to carve out for
himself a course in life exceeding1y rich in importance not only for
his own time but also for succeeding generations. He was called Roland de Lattre (1532-1594) . Later
on, he adopted an Italianized form
of his name, and, in consequence,
it is as Orlando di Lasso that we
customarily speak of the mighty
genius.
Orlando's career was literally
crammed with honors and interesting experiences. In his boyhood
days, he sang in the choir of the
Church of Saint icola , and the
uncommonly beautiful voice with
which he was gifted soon made
him the talk of the town. But even
at this early date distinction
brought exciting adventures into
his life. On more than one occasion, he was kidnapped, because
others wanted to enjoy the advantage of being able to di pense the
edification afforded by his inging.
When Orlando was only twel e
years of age, he made uch a
favorable impression upon Ferdinand of Gonzaga, Viceroy of Sicily
and an officer of high rank under
the Emperor Charle the Fifth,
that he was taken on a tour
through France, Italy, and icily.
In the light of what we know
about the colos al thin
he
achieved a£ ter he had mbarked
upon hi career as a composer, it
is ea y to realize that the horizon
of the lad was significantly broad29
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ened by what he saw and experienced in the course of his travels.
He was keenly alert and sensitively intelligent to an extraordinary
degree. How his heart must have
pounded when, in the neighborhood of Capri, he escaped brutal
pirates by the breadth of a hair!
Had the robbers succeeded in getting him into their clutches, it is
probable that he would have been
sold into slavery. Remember that
the boy was traveling in no ordinary company! Ferdinand was a
personage of eminence in the entourage of the powerful Charles
the Fifth.

Information ls Sketchy

h Completely satisfactory biog•· raphies of important figures
have always been rare, because, as
long as the men or the women
with whom they deal are alive, the
truth often cannot be told, and,
after they are dead, it cannot, as
a rule, be ascertained in its entirety. Wasps' nests and honeycomb alike perish when invaluable data and documents are kept
from the light of day. The facts
that have come down to us
through the centurie concerning
the life of Orlando are di tressing1y meagre, and, for this reason, it
is utterly impossible for us adequately to reconstruct the image
of his personality.
evertheless,
one can try, on the ba is of numerous source , to give, in bare and

brief outline, a somewhat sketchy
account of his subsequent career.
Shortly after his travels with
Ferdinand, Orlando took up his
abode in Milan, where he is said
to have continued his studies under the Dutch teacher, Armanna
Verecore.
Thus he
became
thoroughly saturated with the
principles of musical composition
as they had been flourishing for
a long time and with far-reaching
influence in the Netherlands. But,
in addition to this, elements germane to Italy, France, and Germany made their way into his
thinking.
·
At the age of eighteen, Orlando
was in the employ of the Marquis
della Terza at Naples. In 1553, the
Cardinal-Archbishop of Florence
brought about his appointment
as maestro di cappella at the
Lateran Church in Rome. Two
years later, Giovanni Pierluigi da
Palestrina, a great genius but certainly no more significant than
the composer we are discu sing,
succeeded him in this position.
Orlando had resigned because of
saddening news concerning the
state of the health of his parents.
Unfortunately, he was unable to
reach his home before their death.
For more than a year, the eminent musician resided off and on
in the city of ntwerp. The de ire
for travel was still in hi blood. He
visited England and France in the
company of an Italian nobleman.
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Finally, in 1556, representatives of
the Duke of Bavaria induced him
to come to Muni ch to serve as
Kapellmeister at the ducal court.
Here his predecessor had been the
famous Ludwig Senft, whose compositions had given such keen
pleasure to Martin Luther, and
here he resided until the day of
his death. In 1558, he took Regina
Waeckinger, the daughter of a
prominent citizen of Landshut, to
the altar. Of his six children-two
daughters and four sons-two,
Ferdinand and Rudolf, attained
distinction in the field of music.
Orlando was widely known
when he entered the service of the
Duke of Bavaria; but after he had
settled in Munich, his fame grew
by leaps and bounds. There were
bitter experiences, it is true. Carping and niggling criticism sometimes raised its puny hand against
him; yet these futile outcroppings
of the stupidity and the envy of
thick-headed opponents and faultfinders were completely overshadowed by the many honors
which were showered upon him.
In 1563, the Duke had Orlando's
monumental Seven Penitential
Psalms-composed in 1559-copied
on parchment, and Hans M uelich,
the noted painter, was commissioned to illu trate the edition in
an ornate manner. Seven years
were required for the completion
of the two beautiful volume, and
the artist is reported to have re-
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ceived 3800 florins for his share of
the work. Besides, there were fees
for the copyists, the goldsmith, the
book-binder, and the two scholars,
Dr. Samuel Quickelberg and Dr.
Kaspar Lindel, who prepared two
explanatory volumes as companion pieces. Has any other composer ever been honored with such
a magnificent edition of his works?

More Honors

h Orlando soon became a man
tl of considerable wealth. He
attended to his duties with
thoroughgoing conscientiou ness,
traveled occasionally, and devoted
a goodly amount of time to teaching; but, whenever possible, he
would not let a day pass without
composing. Among his di tinguished pupils were Johann Eccard, who played a conspicuou
role in the domain of Prote tant
church mu ic, and Giovanni Gabrieli, who wa the teacher of
Heinrich chuetz, one of the ignificant forerunners of the Bachian era. In 1570, Maximilian the
Second elevated the compo er to
the nobility and pre ented him
with a coat of arm . One
ar
later, Orlando was received with
signal honor at the royal court in
Paris. In 1573, the emperor gave
him a valuable chain of the fine t
gold, and, shortly after this, fi e
huge volumes of his works were
pu bli hed at the ex pen e of the
Duke. Many men of lofty po ition,
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both in the church and in the
state, paid tribute to the renowned
musician; and he, in turn, dedicated numerous works to prominent personages and institutions.
In 1587, he was generously pensioned by the Duke. He continued
to compose until, in 1590, physical
exhaustion compelled him to rest
from his strenuous and exacting
labors. But shortly before his
death he completed his Cantiones
Sacrae and the Tears of Saint
Peter, which he inscribed to Pope
Clement the Eighth. He died on
June 14, 1594, and his remains
were interred in the Franciscan
churchyard. His great contemporary, Palestrina, passed away in
the same year.
It is known that di Lasso, whose
musical outlook was unmistakably
international in scope, wrote upwards of 2000 compositions. Unfortunately, however, many of
them remain buried in libraries.
Of late, a widespread interest in
a cappella singing has brought
about a renewed appreciation of

his greatness as a composer. He
wrote settings for Latin, French,
Italian, butch, and German texts.
His tremendous output was not
restricted to sacred music. In addition to his 1200 motets, his magnifi.cats, and his masses, there are
numerous Italian villanelles and
madrigals, French chansons, and
German part songs. Orlando's
dumbfounding genius had both a
serious and a humorous side. His
touch was sharp and clear. He
must be numbered among the
great masters of music.
If, in a capricious moment, an
enterprising choirleader should
decide to present a series of programs composed entirely of works
by Orlando di Lasso without revealing the identity of the composer to the audiences, it is more
than likely that many of the listeners-and even some of the criticswould not suspect that the music
was written almost four hundred
years ago. In many respects, great
masterpieces are always modern.
Indeed, they are timeless.

Recent Recordings
Concerto No. 1. in E
Flat Major, for Piano and Orchestra. Emil Sauer and the Orchestre de la Societe des Concerts
du Conservatoire under Felix Weingartner.-A stimulating performance of the brilliant Triangle Concerto by one of the few remaining
Liszt pupils in collaboration with a

FRANZ LISZT.

great conductor. Herr Sauer will
soon be seventy-seven years of age.
Columbia Album M-371.
DoME 1co SCARLATTI. Eleven Sonatas.
Robert Casadesus, pianist.-In the
days of Scarlatti, a sonata was an
instrumental composition as opposed to a cantata, which was a
work to be sung. The famous

The month of October, naturall , uggesL thought of
Dr. Martin Luther and the reat Reformation. Thi woodcut, by Han Baldung rien after a portrait b · Luca.
Cranach, 1521, i found in the Lutherhalle, \ ittenherg.

LuLher's birthplace in Eisleben was destroyed by fire in
1689 and reconstructed in 1693. In 1817 Friedrich Wilhelm
ITI, made the house State property and transferred the
school into a separate building.

-

hurch of Saint Peter and

wa,; begun
Bapti-;mal
been bapti

and finally completed in 1513. The
the one in which Luther is said to have

The Cathedral of Erfurt was begun in the XII century.
On May 2nd , 1507 , Luther was ordained to the priesthood
in this church .

The famou Ca. tie Church in \i ittenberg on the ponal
of which fartin Luther po ted hi
inet ·-Five Th e.
on October 31st, 1517. The church ha undergone at lea. t
three major re toration . The Portal of the The
i found
in the middle of the ide of the church.

I

The Portal of the Theses in the side of the Castle Church
in Wittenberg. In 1858 Friedrich Wilhelm IV, of Prussia,
presented these bronze portals with Luther's Ninety-Five
Theses cast on the doors themselves.

The interior of the Ca. tie Church pre. ent a very effective
handling of German Gothic. Luther' grave i found im mediately before the pulpit and Melanchton' direct! opposite on the left side of the Church.

The house in which Luther died stands in the same city
as the house of his birth. The picture shows it in its pres-

ent form, as it was erected at the beginning of the XVI
century and restored several times.

-
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Italian had much to do with the
development of piano technic as we
know it today. Mr. Casadesus' performances on the modern pianoforte attain the nth degree of polish, elegance, and mechanical mastery. Columbia Album M-372.
RICHARD WAGNER. Siegfried Idyll.
The London Philharmonic Orchestra under Felix Weingartner.A moving and wholly unaffected
reading of the ever-beautiful composition which Wagner wrote as a
birthday gift for his wise and enthusiastic helpmate, Cosima. Columbia Album X-139.
CHRISTOPH WILLIBALD GLUCK. Overture to Iphigenia in Aulis (Wagner
edition). The Columbia Broadcasting Symphony Orchestra under
Howard Barlow.-A commendable
and excellently recorded performance. The magnificent Adagio from
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Arcangelo Corelli's Violin Sonata,
Opus 5, No. 5, as orchestrated by
the young American composer,
Amadeo de Filippi, is included in
the album. Columbia Album X-138.
PABLO SARASATE. Romanza Andaluza,
]ota Navarra, Zapateado, Adios
Montanas Mias. Ossy Renardy, violinist, with Walter Robert at the
piano.-The Spanish dances written
by Sarasate plumb no great depths;
but they require a comprehensive
technical equipment and the ability
to produce a tone that glows with
warmth. Young Mr. Renardy has
both qualifications. His brilliant
playing of the dances will surely
add to his steadily growing fame.
Columbia Album X-134.
NOTE: The latest releases of RCA
Victor were not received in time for
review in this issue of THE CRESsET.

+
Modern Pianos
"The powerful grand pianos which give the hammerstruck strings the fullness of sound which is required in
our large concert halls are, it is true, a neces ity for uch
large spaces, but they obtain the unnatural fullnes at
the expense of the peculiar beauty of the real piano tone.
What difference between these dull-sounding giant grand
and a fine old Erard grand in a mu ic-rooml How much
better suited is the latter for accompanying the oicel
How much better its warm sound blend with that of the
strings! To hear a Beethoven violin sonata with the
violin accompanied by a grand piano i almo t tortur I
Through the whole performance I ee a sil er- lear and
cold-black stream of water flowing along ide by ide
with ut rningling."-ALBERT CHWEITZER

Books-some for all time and all men-some
for this time and generation-some for nothing and nobody.

THE LITERARY SCENE
ALL UNSIGNED REVIEWS

ARE

BY MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

in progress, it becomes again one of
the world's hotspots.
The primary tension in the Mediterranean is the tension between England and Italy, the struggle for the
supremacy in the sea across which
England travels to her India goldmine and across which Italy wants
to travel to expand into Africa. This
is the first and biggest problem. There
are others which complicate the situation and churn the placid waters.
There is the struggle for independence of colonial or semi-colonial peoples;
the Mohammedan world,
stretching from the Strait of Gibraltar
to the Persian Gulf, is aroused by
cries of Pan-Islamism and Pan-Arabicism. And then there is the conflict,
hitherto unknown in international
affairs, between internal nationalist
ideologies.
It is impossible to prophecy what
the result of a conflict between England and Italy in the Mediterranean
would be. Battleships can be
counted, as well as fortified naval
bases. The cruising range of airbombers can be computed and compared. But there is a new factor in
the war to come, which the present
book calls "the psychic preparedness

The Mediterranean at the
Cross-Roads
MEDITERRANEAN CROSS - CURRENTS. Margret Boveri. Translated by Louisa Marie Sieveking.
Oxford University Press. 451 pages.
$5.00.
a few years ago the name
U NTIL
Mediterranean conjured up for
most of us a restful expanse of skyblue water, broken only by ancient
islands whose names awakened memories of dead language study days. A
warm sun played over the face of the
water and the sloping shores of olive
orchards. Centuries-old cathedrals
held their heads high over towns
which had seen their glory in the
Renaissance and had, in the years,
only folded their cloaks more closely
about them in regal splendour.
Since then the Great Middle Sea
has once more thrown off its veil of
slumber and risen up to assume its
ancient role as the stage for the interplay of world forces. With the Lake
Baikal region of Central Asia, whence
the Huns and the Mongols came
when Europe was young and where,
at the present writing, a new war is
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and power of resistance of nations,"
a factor which will play an increasingly large part but which cannot be
measured accurately.
England has in her possession, or
in her train, the strategic places in
the Mediterranean. Gibraltar is still
well-nigh impregnable, although the
development of aircraft has lessened
its importance. At the eastern end
she controls the Suez Canal by her
agreement of 1936 with Egypt. In the
middle, 980 miles from Gibraltar, 999
miles from Cyprus, and 940 miles
from Port Said, lies Malta. And the
history of the Mediterranean shows
that the power that held Malta also
held the Mediterranean, from the
Phoenicians, through the Carthaginians and Romans, down to the Christian Knights. But England's hold on
Malta is precarious. It is sixty miles
from Sicily, whence it can import
cheaply all that its rocky and infertile soil will not raise. But it is 920
miles from Alexandria, the nearest
large English port. Little wonder
that the inhabitants lean toward Italy
and worry the English.
At the far eastern end England also
holds Cyprus, taken from Turkey by
one of those curious agreements
which the English are so ingenious
in concluding. Its stormy career has
seen its population fluctuate between
one million in its best days and
25,000 in the 17th century. Today it
has 280,000 Greeks and 60,000 Turks.
It is strategic for safeguarding the
overland route to India and the oilpipe line to Haifa, as well as for a
check on Italian ambitions in Asia
Minor.
ot even the most astute of the
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foreign observers can gauge accurately the situation in the islands of
the Mediterranean. These islands are
countless. On many of them visitors
are not encouraged. The extent and
nature of the fortifications is not
known. Secret treaties have been concluded and understandings reached
of which the world will perhaps never
hear, but which will shape the course
of events.
THE western Mediterranean the
I Nstruggle
goes on between France,
Italy, and England. In the East
Greece, Turkey, and Italy, as well as
England, h ave a stake. Greece up to
the present follows the Greek proverb
that it is best to kiss the hand that
you cannot bite. Turkey is the J apan
of the Near East, determined to copy
the Occident fa t and hard in order
to beat it at its own game.
Italy is the violent opponent of the
status quo, so ardently upheld by
Britain and France. In 1935 Italy
was blocked on all side . In de peration she turned to Abys inia, the last
piece of independent territory in
Africa. Today she looks on the Red
Sea, which wa hes the hore of her
African territory, as an app ndage
to the Mediterranean. Somehow she
must get hold of the narrow one
hundred mile ditch that separate the
two seas.
Mu solini's proletarian imperiali m
meets the aut ratic imperiali m f
England in the Mediterranean. The
outcome of the truggle will me n
much for the whole world. For the
present England eems to have the
edge, but he · hara ed n a d zen
fronts. ot the lea t of her headache
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is the attempt to fulfill conflicting
promises made to the Arabs and the
Zionists during the World War regarding Palestine. Somehow she must
jockey both parties in such a way
that she can keep an overland route
to the Persian Gulf and India open.
Her prestige in the Near East is still
great, but even an Oriental has difficulty in understanding the particular
type of duplicity of the "honest
broker" who talks of morality and is
forced to act under expediency.
downfall as a worldE NGLAND'S
power has been foreshadowed
before. But we must not forget that a
whale has more attackable area than a
gold fish, and the number of sore
spots does not necessarily indicate a
weakened or moribund condition. A
Palmerston, who told the House of
Commons that the building of the
Suez Canal was founded in hostility
to the interests of England, may not
be of much help. But a Disraeli, who
borrowed four million pounds from
Baron Rothschild and bought Egypt
out of the Canal, may be in knee
breeches at Eton today. At present
England looks a bit ill. But she has
learned much from her mistakes
(witness the excellent job she is
doing in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan)
and may rise from her sick-bed to
once more prove to the world that a
monthly 330,000 tons of crude oil
flowing into French Tripoli and
British Haifa out of the Near East,
fuel for warships, has proven a good
physic.
Margret Boveri is foreign editor
of a German daily. owhere in the
book is there an indication of Nazi

or Fascist leanings. If she has any
she has succeeded perfectly in concealing them in her narrative of the
gates of the Mediterranean, its islands,
its shores, and its hinterland. For
each -0f these she traces its history,
the part it has played in the great
drama of the nations, and its present
significance on the world stage. With
the exception of an overrating of
the work of T. E. Lawrence in Arabia,
which should be checked with George
Antonius' recent "The Arab Awakening" (by the way, the most complete
background study for the situation in
Palestine), the book seems to be
factual.
It is a fascinating story that unfolds
itself here. Men of ideals and men of
passion walk on the waters. Nations
rise, drink deep, and sink to slumber.
North Africa, Christianity's stronghold, turns to Islam. Spain's turbulent
history leads logically to a civil war.
The Dey of Algiers strikes a French
consul in the face with a flywhisk
and France becomes a colonial power
in Africa. And in the Anglo-Egyptian
Sudan seven hundred Englishmen
rule over a country two-thirds as large
as the U.S. with six million peopleand do it well.
A generous sprinkling of maps aids
in the understanding of the intricate
play now being staged in the cradle
of western civilization. The authoress
believes that "in the world of today
the first place is taken neither by
religion nor art, neither by science
nor mechanics, but by politics." If
that is true then we are in for a
good deal of trouble before the
Mediterranean becomes again the
azure blue of the tory books.
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Wild and Woolly
AMERICAN JAZZ MUSIC. By
Wilder Hobson. W. W. Norton &
Co., New York. 1939. 230 pages. Illustrated. $2.50.
THEY used to say that even those
coons who happened to be disporting themselves in the tallest trees
would invariably shout, "Don't shoot!
We'll come downl" whenever they
caught sight of that supermarksman,
Davy Crockett, priming his trusty
rifle. In like manner, there are many
who believe that whenever coldly calculating criticism begins to draw a
bead on jazz, that rough-and-tumble
and strangely fascinating outcropping
of the civilization of our land will be
forced, willy-nilly, to throw up its
hands in abject surrender. But those
who hold to and propound such an
utterly warped notion know neither
the ABC's nor the remarkable sturdiness of jazz, which, according to Mr.
Hobson, is "a natural musical language which American musicians,
negroes and whites, have been speaking now for more than a quarter century, which they play for their own
pleasure."
It is necessary, reasons the author,
to insist on a clearly drawn di tinction between " 'commercial' music,
dance arrangements of popular tunes
designed with a sharp eye on the market," and jazz in its pure estate. He
points out that the latter type of
tonal fabrication depends largely on
a subtle knack of improvisation and
declares that, up to this time, no one
has been able to evolve a way of
learning to play it from notes. There
are intensely interesting paragraphs
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dealing with the distinctive tone
color and the characteristic rhythm
of the peculiar tonal language, and
we are told that " 'swing' will be
present to some degree wherever a
momentum is built up in suspended
rhythms." Jazz orchestration is spoken
of as "a wide-open field which might
well appeal to any composer with a
feeling for this language."
Those who are inclined to tear
their hair, froth at the mouth, and
fly into conniption fits at the mere
mention of the word "jazz" will undoubtedly be surpri ed to learn tl1at
"the number of very fine jazz musicians is naturally rather small," because "high talent for improvi ing,
ensemble playing, or orchestrating in
this idiom is as rare as it is anywhere
else." Mr. Hobson declares that Paul
Whiteman and other profusely advertised band leaders do not always play
jazz in its pristine, unadulterated,
and non-commercialized form. The
idiom "thrives," he says, "in an informal atmosphere," and "the chance
are, therefore, that the same men will
be better in a Harlem dance hall than
in a plush hotel."
There are interesting analy e of
the ability displayed by ome of the
most prominent exponen of jazz,
and the concluding chapter deal , ith
thirty di cs on which variou outstanding specimens of the idiom ha e
been engraved for po terity.
The book i evidently bas d on a
wide and fir thand acquaintan e , ith
the subject-matter; but, for ome
reason or other, it doe not reflect the
scholar hip of a thoroughly
red
specialist in the art of mu ic. here
is no large amount of critical acumen
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in its pages, and the quality of the
writing is commonplace. Those who
read the volume carefully will, I believe, be convinced that genuine
progress in the art of tone has nothing at all to fear from jazz. "Very
few jazz players," writes Mr. Hobson,
"have been brought up in families or
environments where there was much
concern for the great names of
Western music."
Your reviewer believes with all his
heart that the domain of jazz is, to
a great extent, a moron's paradise
and that its somewhat crude language grew up largely out of worthless seepage; but, on close analysis,
one observes that the idiom, uncouth as it is in the main, has much
of the elemental and the primordial
in its make-up. To declare out of
hand that it contains not a single
vestige of value is indicative of decidedly one-sided thinking. Let us remember that our Davy Crocketts had
praiseworthy qualities even though
they were in the habit-so rumor informs us-of telling their fellow-men:
"We're wild and wooly and full of
fleas,
We've never been curried below
the knees."
Jazz, too, could truthfully intone this
expressive little anthem.

Handbook on Labor
By Herbert
Harris. Yale University Press, New
Haven. 1939. 459 pages. $3.75.
HE problem of writing a history
of labor in the United States is
a difficult one; for, no matter from
what angle the historian approaches
AMERICAN LABOR.

T

the subject matter, someone from the
right or left is sure to shout bias.
Indeed, there is so much that is controversial about many of the episodes
in American labor history (take the
Haymarket bombing or the dynamiting of the Los Angeles Times) that
only a fool would enter and attempt
to appraise. It is a tribute to Herbert
Harris' coolheadedness that he has
written a labor history almost totally
unbiased. The reviewer qualifies "unbiased" because some critic from the
right or left is sure to say that Mr.
Harris has been unfair.
It seems almost incredible that
American labor has been organizing
for more than a century. But it is
a fact that by 1836 various labor
unions claimed a total membership
of 300,000 workers. In addition a remarkable labor solidarity was being
shown in those pre-Marxian days
when, for example, the New York
City Typographical Society resolved
to aid the carpenters who struck to
raise their wages from $1.37½ a day
to $1.50.
The progress of unionism was rosy
until 1837, when one of America's
periodic depressions hit the country. At that time labor unions could
not handle economics. They did not
have research staffs to study industrial and monetary trends as most responsible labor unions have today.
There were still vast domains of
public lands to be had for the asking. To these the unemployed fled.
Whatever solidarity
labor had
achieved was broken up. Thus all
through the 19th century organized
labor had to fight the public domain
as Enemy o. I. As long as there was
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a chance for a man to obtain some
land, a homestead, he didn't have to
worry about security in industry.
True, there was a constant agitation
against monopoly and Wall Street,
but the agitation lacked a genuine
spark of hopelessness.
One of the most interesting, as well
as significant, early labor organizations
was the Noble Order of the Knights of
Labor, which set out to be the "One
Big Union" in the United States. Because labor spies and ruthless employers used every means to break
into labor meetings, the workers developed the underground technique.
They adopted the paraphernalia of
secret societies, with the usual clutter
of passwords, rituals, secret signs,
grips, and what not. In this atmosphere the Knights of Labor managed
to protect themselves and at the same
time hang on firmly to the central
thesis that craft distinctions in labor
would sooner or later be totally extinguished by the increase of technical
advance in industry. The Knights also
advocated such advanced notions as
the public ownership of utilities, railways, waterworks, gas. They supported the Rochdale-plan cooperative .
The first organizer and president
of the Knights of Labor, Uriah Smith
Stephens, was unable to keep a firm
control on the rapidly growing union.
When he died, in 1881, his brain-child
was chaotic and contradictory. Internal rows over the secrecy of the
order and the quarrels of the Protestants and Catholics over the religious
rituals u ed, caused dissension of every
kind. Then Terrence V. Powderly
took over the leadership. Elected in
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1879 as head of the Knights of Labor,
Powderly never quite knew what he
or his followers wanted. Vain, irresolute, full of talk, he contradicted
himself at every turn. For four teen
years he led the Knigh ts, until the
organization had a merribership of
700,000. Powderly never quite knew
what to do with his strength. T ime
and again the Knights won important strikes, but Powderly, by making
concessions after the vir tual settlement of the strike, crippled the
morale of the Knights.
In the 1880's the Chicago Anarchists, led by Johann Mo t, began to
filter into the Knights of Labor.
When
the H aymarket bombing
shocked the world, the Knights were
automatically doomed. T he public
associated many of the terrorists,
rightly or wrongly, with the Knights.
Slowly the Knight of Labor declined
in power.
came the A. F. of L. The
T HEN
American Federation of Lab r
had been in existence for a long time,
but not until 1881, when P. J . McGuire took over the Brotherhood of
Carpenters and J oiner and u ed a
a model the Briti h craft union , did
the A. F. of L. begin to surge forward. The execu tive direction fell into the hands of Samuel Gompers, a
Dutch-J ewish cigarmaker. nder his
guiding hand the . F. of L. lowly
climbed into a dominating po ition
and held tl1at position until the coming of the current d epre ion. Gompers was in the presidency from 1881
until 1924. H is succe or wa William Green.
For a long time it was apparent
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that a craft basis for labor organization would not be the effective means
to unite all labor. The more industry advanced, displacing skilled workers with automatic or semi-automatic
machinery, the more was it evident
that also the unskilled worker would
have to be organized. Out of the
confusion of unemployment and the
impersonalization of industry came
the CIO with John L. Lewis, president of the United Mine Workers,
as the leader. To this day, the CIO
and the A. F. of L. are at bitter
odds. It would not be surprising to
see the A. F. of L. slowly decline in
influence because of technological
advances in industry.
Labor is far from being an impersonal force. Labor is led by personalities. These personalities determine the
course of labor policy just as politicians determine the course of the
most enlightened legislation. Homer
Martin switches from the CIO to the
A. F. of L. and possibly does irreparable damage to the cause of organized
labor in the automobile industry.
William Green maintains that the
CIO is a crime against the American
worker. At the present time the
A. F. of L. is recording heavy gains
in membership.
These are some of the things Mr.
Harris tells in his history. He also
gives us the history of the United
Mine Workers, the genesis of the
CIO, the growth of unions in the
textile and clothing industries, and
the fascinating story of the International Ladies' Garment Workers.
Here is an invaluable handbook on
American labor from the beginning
until today. For all who need a ready

reference
extensive
American
source of

book together with an
bibliography on labor
Labor is an indispensable
unbiased information.

All About Music
THE MACMILLAN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS IN ONE VOLUME. Com-

piled and edited by Albert E.
Wier. The Macmillan Company,
New York. 2089 pages. $10.00.
T WOULD be easy to begin and
end a review of this one-volume
encyclopedia of music and muscians
by unleashing the time-honored and
somewhat boringly stereotyped declaration that it fills a longfelt need.
But, true as the verdict would be, Mr.
Wier's valuable contribution literally
cries out for at least as much detailed
discussion as can be dispensed within
the confines of a brief critique.
Music is vitally important in the
culture of mankind, and, as the years
go gliding by, much of it becomes
more and more controversial. It is
reasonable to assume that those who
compile and edit encyclopedias try
in the sweat of their brows to be
unimpeachably objective; yet they can
no more avoid tinging their work
with some of their own pet convictions than a reviewer can succeed in
eliminating from his estimate of their
achievements every track made by his
own little hobby-horses.
Mr. Wier's big book is up-to-date.
In fact, it is, by and large, up-to-theminute. But since encyclopedias are
afflicted with the stubborn habit of
standing still while the world about
them moves on, it is doubtless safe
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to conclude that the publishers have
reckoned with the necessity of issuing
new and amended editions from time
to time. Perhaps they will consider
it both helpful and expedient to include in subsequent printings precise
instructions as to the correct pronunciation of the thousands of names
which so cruelly plague the tongues
and the vocal chords of many of those
who will be inclined to welcome the
appearance of the book with outstretched arms.
preparation of an encycloT HE
pedia of music and musicians is a
Herculean undertaking-entirely too
big for one man, no matter how
learned and how industrious he may
be. In compiling and editing a work
of this nature, an author is often in
imminent danger of lingering loving1y on some subjects and of treating
others with entirely too much haste.
As we perused Mr. Wier's book during the course of the past month, the
suspicion was occasionally forced
upon us that certain matters had been
disposed of with unduly excessive
speed. We read, for example, on page
757, that Handel's The Messiah was
written in 22 days, and on page 1170
we find that it took the composer 24
days to complete the oratorio. In both
places it is stated that the work was begun on August 22, 1741, and brought
to an end on September I 4, I 741. The
error is purely arithmetical in character and is by no means a matter of
life and death: but is it not true that
inaccuracies of this nature have a
powerful tendency to antagonize those
who make use of encyclopedias?
The author devotes more space to
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Jose Iturbi, the popular pianist who
aspires to be a great conductor, than
to a commanding figure like Gustav
Mahler. Even Joachim Raff, whose
music appears to have gone the way
of all flesh, Benjamin Godard, whose
output never did set the world on
fire, Carlos Chavez, the Mexican who
composes and wields a baton with
reams of publicity preceding and
following him, and the almost unknown Dame Ethel Mary Smyth,
whose works never caused the heart
of the music-loving world to beat one
whit faster, receive a larger amount
of linear attention than the noted
Bohemian conductor who left us nine
massive symphonies. Is it unreasonable to believe that Leopold Godowsky deserves far more comprehensive
treatment than Iturbi? When reading
of F erruccio Busoni, one has every
right to expect that some specific
mention be made of the great pianist's achievements a a Bach cholar;
and in an article on Alexander
Gretchaninoff it should be emphasized that the gifted Rus ian expatriate is distinctly conservative in hi
writing. In like manner, a di cu ion
of Cesar Franck ought to call forth
some reference to the application of
the cyclical principle in compo ition.
If a reader should decide to learn
something about Mexican mu i , he
would find 70 lines devoted to the
subject; but if he should want ori ntation regarding the mu ic of Bohemia
or onvay, he would look in vain
for separate articles. We mu t r member that not everyone in que t
of such knowledge would know that
some information concerning the field
could be found in paragraphs deal-
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ing with Antonin Dvorak, Bedrich
Smetana, Zdenko Fibich, Edvard
Grieg, Ole Bull, or Christian Sinding.
It is gratifying to read that Debussy has given "a new viewpoint" to
pianists, and that "Brahms contributed incalculably to the development of the art of music." In the
article dealing with Paul Hindemith,
one misses an account of the German
modernist's experiences with the Nazi
regime; and one wonders whether it
is prudent to declare of Hector Berlioz that "with an inadequate equipment he attempted to build upon
false premises, thus doubly assuring
himself of ultimate oblivion." Fifteen
lines are devoted to Charles Courbion,
an exceptionally able organist, but the
name of Edward Rechlin, the competent Bach champion, is regrettably
and inexcusably conspicuous by its
absence. Similarly, we look without
success for even a brief article on
Charles O'Connell, who certainly deserves mention because of his work in
connection with recording.
Among the many valuable features
of the book are succinct stories of the
operas, a chronological sketch of the
history of music from 3000 B.c. to
1937 A.D., and an extensive article on
radio broadcasting. Later editions
should include a discussion of concert managers and the role they play
in the world of music. But let us bear
in mind that no author or group of
authors will ever succeed in compiling
an encyclopedia which will completely satisfy each and every reader.
We have heard it rumored about that
other encyclopedias of music are now
in preparation and will soon be published. It will be interesting to com-

pare them with the valuable work
given to us by Mr. Wier.

A Loud Book
THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND
FROM THE ACCESSION OF
JAMES II [1685, to the death of
William Ill, 1702]. By Thomas
Babington Macaulay. E. P. Dutton
& Co., New York. (Everyman's Library.) 3 vols. 2407 pages. Cloth,
90¢ a volume. Cloth, reinforced,
$1.00 a volume.
A LL his life Thomas Babington
f i Macaulay wanted to "produce
something which shall for a few days
at least supersede the latest fashionable novel upon the dressing tables of
young ladies." In writing the History
of England his aim was to invest the
subject with "all the glamor of a true
romance," and that he actually succeeded in making history as readable
as fiction cannot be denied. One of
his royalty checks-and it was not
the only one-amounted to nearly
$100,000. This sufficiently attests his
ability as a popularizer. But like most
Victorian authors, early, middle and
late, he has had his critical ups and
downs. Those who have praised him
say that he is brilliant, witty, and
lucid, if not always perspicacious and
just. Those who have damned him say
that he is smug, undiscriminating,
shallow, biased, too well satisfied with
the world of his time, rejoicing a bit
too blatantly in the material progress
of England and in hi own prosperity.
Perhaps there is something to be
said for each of these viewpoints.
Thomas Babington Macaulay was an
unusual creature. In one respect he
was almost a contradiction in terms,
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Whether we think of him admiringly
as of a black swan or consider him dubiously as a white crow, certainly his
most fundamental category is that of
rara avis-in being a famous literary
man, a virtuoso of letters, who managed at the same time to be a perfectly adjusted human being and a practical, self-reliant man of affairs. From
his youth to his death he was a successful, happy yea-sayer, always independent, manly, brave, charitable. His own
mental machinery ran without tinkering, and to tell how the universe
should be run was none of his concern: he accepted it cheerfully for
what it was. To state the matter less
kindly, one might say he was a child
of fortune and a superficial thinker,
and let it go at that.
was also a scholBUTar. MACAULAY
A child prodigy, at the age of
three years he spoke with the urbane,
lofty manner of a Chesterfield and
with the diction of a Johnson. At
twelve he was probably more learned
in the languages and the humanities
than the average modern historian,
little or great, is at five or six times
that age. Throughout his career he
was an omnivorous reader, with a remarkable mental digestion and a
tenacious memory as phenomenal as
his wide reading.
othing ever
seemed to interfere with his extraordinary ability to assimilate mental
sustenance and to tran mute it into
living matter. Sydney Smith called
him "a book in breeches," but so far
as the materials for his History are
concerned he was a perambulating
library, and when he came to write,
all he had to do was to compress
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books into chapters, chapters into
paragraphs, and paragraphs into
sentences. It was a magnificent feat of
distillation.
Though a very good poet, Macaulay
had a prose style which has set the
critics knocking their heads together
from his own time right down to the
present day. His friends speak of it as
"epigrammatic," while his foes talk of
his "glib generalizations," and again
both are right, for the one term i
just a euphemism for the other. That
his style was rhetorical, excessively o,
is not obvious at first glance, for he had
the gift of artfully concealing a paucity
of facts by means of a specious vocabulary, and this has led some critics
to call his whole performance cleverly
meretricious. In his History he
sneered at "Johnsonese," yet he could
not write many pages without falling
into its chief characteristics, namely,
sentences in which the thought is
neatly balanced by rhetorical antithesis, periods that roll in with
the thunder of ocean surf, and a
heavily Latinized vocabulary. To be
sure, in Macaulay's ca e the ee- aw
sentences are not made a matter of
policy, the surf is more often than n t
merely a gentle surge, and the Latin
sesquipedalia are o[ et by a fairly
generous sprinkling of colloquiali ms.
Samuel Johnson always profe ed to
dislike the style of his g od fri end,
Principal Robertson, as being too redundant, and he made witty je
about it, though it i only hi own
style with less lead. It i modified J hnsone e-le pompous, more urban e,
more compa t, but till rhetor·cal. lt i
the style which John on him elf tried
with some success to adopt in hi Lives
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of the Poets, when he no longer was
paid by the word and could afford to
be concise. And anyone who has read
Robertson's History of the Reign of
Emperor Charles V will wonder
whether Macaulay, too, did not imitate that worthy Scotch divine. His
sentence structure is throughout-identical with Robertson's, and one might
point out the parallels almost ad infinitum. It was really an old-fashioned
style, obsolescent even in his own day,
but Macaulay by its means managed
to produce at least the illusion of a
swift-moving narrative.

N A larger sense, however, Macau][ lay's style was an oratorical one,
and this was natural because he was an
outstanding public speaker. A member of Parliament at the age of thirty,
he packed the benches when he rose
to address the House. Probably no one
would quarrel with him for speaking
with all the force of a Demosthenes,
whose De Corona he could not read
"even for the twentieth time without
striking his clenched fist, at least once
a minute, on the arm of his easy
chair." But unfortunately he carried
his Parliamentary methods over into
his History, merely amplifying the
oratorical formula. Too frequently
the style seems to be the thing-gilt
and carved work for effect rather than
substantial construction. Like all orators, moreover, his aim is to stop
people from thinking and make them
believe. He does not try to free the
truth, unless he happens to be on the
side of suppressed truth, but prefers to
cast truth into a mold, though there
may be much slag in it and the mold
may be utterly wrong. He has the men-

tality of the pleader at the bar. He
may be prosecutor or he may be defense attorney, as circumstances require, but he is never judicial. For the
purposes of his argument all is either
black or white. In his History Macaulay uses colors, to be sure, but
they are all primary colors, and in particular he prefers the loud colors. One
looks in vain for nuances, delicate
shadings, subtleties, and fine distinctions. Certainly his History of England is, above all, a very loud book.
Somewhat in the fashion of Diedrich Knickerbocker, Macaulay begins
his History of England from the Accession of James II with a discussion
of Britain under the Romans; and
poor James II has to wait until page
340 of volume I before he can begin
to reign. Yet some of the best material
is in this long introduction. There, to
be sure, Macaulay had subject matter
of unusual interest, for there he had
the turbulent England of the Star
Chamber, the Civil Wars, the Commonwealth, the Protectorate, the Execution at Whitehall; Fire, Plague, Invasion in the curious times of Charles
II, and that peculiar delusion known
as the Popish Plot. Such stirring
events as these carry one swiftly to
page 217 (vol. I, Everyman edition),
where Macaulay really introduces his
subject with that remarkable foundation chapter called, "The State of
England in 1685." Though necessarily
composed, as he says, from "scanty
and dispersed materials," it is nonetheless one of the most valuable and
fascinating chapters in all history.
After a circumstantial account of
the unexpected death of Charles II
one comes finally to the acce sion
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and rule of his brother, James II, who,
as Dr. Johnson opined, was a very good
king but "unfortunately believed that
it was necessary for the salvation of
his subjects that they should be
Roman Catholics." But, being a Whig,
Macaulay did not think that James II
was a good king. Though he describes
Monmouth's Rebellion, the incident
of the Maids of Taunton, the Bloody
Assizes, the Trial of the Seven Bishops,
the Revolution of 1688, and the general turmoil of the reign in his usual
brilliant manner, here his antiJ acobitism becomes more than a little
rancorous. Only black of deepest dye
will serve him to delineate the faults,
ineptitudes, and failures of J ames's
brief administration, and his descriptions of Tory personalities sometimes
take on all the characteristics of
Dickensian caricature. While one cannot take exception to his vitriolic portrait of the notorious Judge Jeffries,
one is le£ t wondering whether he
could not have found something more
positive to say in favor of James II
than that he "would have made a respectable clerk in the dockyard at
Chatham." But the worst flaw in his
history, and one for which he later
apologized, is his treatment of William Penn-not the Admiral, but his
son, the Quaker-whom he was not
content to dismiss as a harmless sycophant but presented as a kidnapper
(I, 499) and a Jacobite conspirator
(II, 660), not to say a liar (II, 669-70).
The great virtue of Macaulay was
his wide conception of the scope of
history. Up to his time the oldfashioned political history-not always
entirely b ad, sometimes even very
good of its kind, but usually monoto-
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nous and inevitably one-sided with its
accounts of battles, intrigu es, and
what we call public even ts-had been
the only kind there was. But in Macaulay's work the political stra nd is skillfully interwoven with the economic,
the social, and, to some extent, th e
psychological or personal, in to a h armonious pattern. O ne th ing his history _certainly is n ot: it is not philos~ph1cal. Because of his deep prejudices and chronic superficiality he did
not excel in interpretation. He could,
however, evoke the oh's and ah's. He
did for En glish h istory what his
able contemporary, Albert Smith,
did for Mont Blanc. T rue, Macaulay
does become somewhat tedious when
he comes to the comparatively flat
times of good Dutch William III;
there the panorama fades. H ow could
it be otherwise? Colorful h istorian
need colorful materials, and though
one regrets Macaulay's un timely death
in 1859, p erh aps it is just as well that,
a fter maki ng a fortune from the early
volumes of h is History and being
lorded by Q ueen Victoria, he never
got around to finishing his great project.

History and Hope
THE TRAIL OF THE TOT ALIT ARIAN. By Delber H. Elliott,
D.D. Wm. B. Eerdman Publi hing
Company, Grand Rapid ,
ichigan. 1939. 158 page. 1.00.
volume
not imply an onT HIS
laught on the totalitarian y t
i

of Europe, the " treamlin d aut racy" of a talin, a Mus olini, a Hitler
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but is an attempt to evaluate these
systems against their historical background and at the same time draw
such conclusions as will appeal to the
thoughtful Christian student of current history. The outbreak of the
European War adds special interest
to Rev. Elliotts book.
The meaning of totalitarian forms
of national government is sketched
and parallels from Old Testament
and classical history are drawn. The
working out of the principle that a
"divine race" can do no wrong is
demonstrated in the attitude of the
Japanese towards other Orientals and
the basic principle of Nazism and
Fascism is illustrated with quotations
from recent political literature. There
are telling quotations also from papal
documents pointing out the strength
of the totalitarian principle in the
Roman Church, together with the
protest of the Reformers of the Sixteenth Century.
The second half of the book is devoted to an analysis of the democratic principle, the menace which
threatens it from the propaganda of
European dictatorships and the place
of Christian thought in creating a
favorable milieu for the operation of
the democratic principle. The author
does not entirely avoid the error of
placing the regeneration of the social
system among the purposes of the
Christian Gospel. He pleads for a
"Christian democracy." There is a
chapter of intere ting quotations from
the older American documents illustrating the Chri tian background of
our in titutions. The dilemma of the
Christian who is in conscience bound
to obey his government yet may have

to part1C1pate in a war which he
abhors is strikingly stated and well
illustrated. In his suggestion of a
solution-in the coalition of church
and state for the building of the
kingdom of God on earth-Dr. Elliott
says some true things about the need
of moral education but does not
entirely escape the Calvinistic comingling of the provinces of church
and state.

Keswick
LIFE BY THE SON: PRA CTICAL
LESSONS IN EXPERIMENT AL
HOLINES S. By Donald Grey Barnhouse, D.D. W. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company. Grand Rapids,
Michigan. 127 pages. 1939. $1.25.

HE day will undoubtedly come
T when
the Keswick Movement will
be as publicized in the United States
as the Buchman-Hollywood Bowl revival. We have a hunch that the
Keswickites will produce more lasting
results for the simple reason that the
Keswick leaders and proponents have
a thoroughly Scriptural background.
Donald Grey Barnhouse explains the
movement thu : "The whole heart
and purpose of the Keswick Movement is to bring into emphasis and
practice those truths of the Word of
God which enable the saints of God
to live more saintly lives; in short, to
bring our condition of living up to
our po ition in Christ."
This is a small book. It is a reprint
of five lecture delivered in England
last summer. E eryone of the e lectures is an admirable essay on the
difficult but prai eworthy art of being
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a Christian in a time when machine
guns and democratic and totalitarian
dictators are the symbol of our era.
One of the most appealing chapters
is the second one labelled "Knowledge: The Practical Road To Experimental Holiness." What Dr.
Barnhouse has to say will bring comfort to the headline-plagued, radiodeaf Christian. He points out vividly
the personal relationship of the believer to God. He makes the paradoxical statement that all believers are
saints in God. Now the thoroughly
indoctrinated Christian may know
that intellectually, but there must be
millions of Christians to whom that
fact is spiritually and emotionally
non-existent. Your reviewer recommends a thorough reading and digesting of this beautifully written
chapter.
Your reviewer will not spend much
space discussing the theological
aspects of the book. There are some
statements which might be checkmarked as rather bizarre. In describing the cleansing of the soul from
sin, Dr. Barnhouse pays little attention to the activating influence of the
Sacrament of Baptism.
Let's look instead at the need and
value of books of this sort today.
There was once a time when Jeremy
Taylor, Blaise Pascal, John Donne,
the Mathers, and the many German
theologians wrote books knowing that
a vast public would read them. Some
of those sermons and devotional
books have decome classics. They may
till be found in attics and rainproofed rew England haylofts. Those
books expressed the Christian faith as
a contemporaneous fact, as real as the
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Indians and rats and public hangings.
But it has been a long time since such
books have appeared.
HERE is a mild prediction. Some
day some enterprising ew York
publisher will publish a devotional
book, soundly orthodox, beautifully
written, superbly phrased. The book
will sell 500,000 copies and everyone
will be surprised except your reviewer.
Look at the success of such dubiou ly
religious books as The Return To Religion, The Sermon on The Mount,
or the pseudo-religious blather of the
Riverside Cathedral chaplain. one
of these books have any certainty.
None are based on a positive or even
negative knowledge of what God demands and gives. Still they sell. Won't
someone take the hint and write a
volume of sermons or a book of devotions as inspired as the pro e of
George Bernanos, as cla sic and contemporaneous as a T. S. Eliot drama?
God knows, millions of merican
would be eager buyers. Chri tianity
must be made coexistent with the
20th century, yet must retain its
agelessness.
Give us a dozen more men, tea hers, editors, writers, just ordinary
parish priests like the late J. re ham
Machen, Dr. Barnhou e, Dr.
Ylvisaker, and a few other and
Christianity will not langui h. Th e
men inspire intellectual re pe t. he
Protestant church ha lo t gr und
through the exce es of the purely
emotional type of Chri tian theology.
It will regain that ground with the
help of brain-sweat and the gift o(
the Spirit. That future doe n't seem
so far away any more.
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Rowan says: "At present there is no
single government agency of sufficient
scope, leadership, and personnel in
flourishing operation to which this
enormously vital business of preventive vigilance and secret-service integrity can effectively be entrusted."
Coming down to cases he shows how,
together with Japanese and German
espionage, Nazi and Italian Fascist
propaganda flourish in all countries
flanking the Canal Zone. There are
terrifying glimpses of the new implements of war which modern invention
is contributing especially to naval
armament,-of flying torpedoes and
radio-controlled sky mines, remotely
controlled, high-explosive torpedoes
with a maximum range of 280 miles.
After reading the chapters of "Secret
Agents Against America" one not
only agrees with the author that there
is today more professional espionage
at large in the world than at any
previous period of recorded history,
not excepting such epochs as the
French Revolution, the Napoleonic
Wars or even the World War, but
must recognize the importance of the
subject for every American with an
interest in the present and future
security of his native land.

Wolves in the Fold
SECRET
AGENTS
AGAINST
AMERICA. By Richard Wilmer
Rowan. Doubleday, Doran & Co.,

Inc., New York. 1939. 267 pages.
$2.00.
R. ROWAN has given much
time to the study of various
systems of secret police and their
activities in peace-time and in war.
The present volume gives us glimpses
of foreign espionage and sabotage in
America. In such chapters as "What
Their Spies Get from Us," "The
Secrets Sought by Secret Agents," and
"Embalming the Death Rays," the
spies of foreign governments are discovered going about their hazardous
and competitive missions. In "Spy
Mania and Spy Phobia," we discern
the inner workings of the vast and
costly Japanese Secret Service. In
"How Safe Is the Canal Zone?" the
current collaboration of Japanese,
German and Italian secret agents unfolds, while "Bluff or Blitzkreig"
turns a spot-light on the spy-determined potential strength of the conflicting great Powers and their smaller
allies.
The volume is intended to sound
a note of American preparedness. Mr.

M

♦

For Sale: Convictions
"The organized political, social, and religious associations of our time are at work to induce the individual
man not to arrive at his convictions by his own thinking
but to make his own such convictions as they keep ready
for him. Any man who thinks for him elf and at the same
time is spiritually free, is to them something inconvenient
and even uncanny."-ALBERT SCHWEITZER
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A brief glance at books published during the month preceding the date of publication of THE CRESSET.

l BELIEVE
Edited by Clifton Fadiman. Simon
and Schuster, New York. 429
pages. 3.75.
THIS collection of the personal
"credos" of thirty-eight eminent
men and women of our times is
deeply significant at this particular
moment. Nowhere else have we seen
a more damning indictment of the
thinkers of our day than their own
words. Buried in this book are the
reasons for the blood and tears of the
world. Taken individually, each "cre-

do" may not be especially important.
Considered collectively, they present
a startling picture of the helplessness
and blindness of the modern approach to life and living. The nearest
to truth comes, as one would expect,
from the pen of a Catholic philosopher, Jacques Maritain. At the clo e of
his contribution he writes: "Once we
have understood this, we no longer
put our hope here on earth ave in
that good will of which the Go pel
speaks, in that obscure strength of a
bit of real goodness which bring
forth life and brings it forth without
cease in the most hidden rece es of
things. Nothing is more de titute,
nothing is more secret, nothing i
nearer to the weakne s of childhood."
The world in 1939, neither attractive
nor wise.

LET THE RECORD SPEAK
By Dorothy Thomp on. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Bo ton, Ma achusetts. 408 pages. 2.75.
During the pa t twenty-four months
Dorothy Thompon ha probably become one of the major influenc in
American political and ocial thinking. She is the Ca andra f our
American columnists. The onflict
between the ideologie of
and Democracy ha been re
her into a per onal war b et, en Ii
Thompson and Mr. Hitler. h pr ent volume i a ollection
column from the pring of 1936 to
. the Spring of 1939.
b io ly, the
columnist who is permitted to le t
only certain column for later publication can very easily appear in the
role of the prophet who can now ay,
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"I told you so." It must be admitted,
however, that at times Miss Thompson's prescience has been remarkable.
As a record of our times from the
emotionally anti-Fascist point of view
the book is valuable.

JOURNEY TO A WAR
By W. H. Auden and Christopher
Isherwood. Random House, New
York. 30 I pages. $3.00.
With all expenses paid by their
publishers, W. H. Auden, the English
poet, and Christopher Isherwood, the
author of Goodbye to Berlin, spent
several months in war-torn China at
the beginning of this year. Journey
to a War is the result. Neither of the
collaborators makes an effort to understand the conflict now raging in
China. Both, however, describe the
day by day life of China and their
reactions to it. A fascinating book for
all those who are interested in the
human side of a nation in the throes
of a life and death conflict. Since
both Auden and Isherwood write
exceedingly well, the book is also from
the purely literary point of view
remarkable reading.

THOREAU
By Henry Seidel Canby. Houghton
Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts. 508 pages. 3.75.
Every age produces its own rebels.

In the strange group which clustered
about Concord, Massachusetts, in the
middle of the nineteenth century,
none is more strange than Henry
David Thoreau. He was perhaps the
most rugged individualist America
has produced. Rebel, hermit, philosopher, nature lover, he has curiously
come into his own after almost a
century. Mr. Canby's biography is
excellent and will probably become
definitive. Fully conscious of the fact
that Thoreau has many important
things to say to the modern world, Mr.
Canby presents a complete and delightful picture of the hermit of
Walden Pond. Excellent reading for
cold winter nights when the wind
rattles the windows.

MR. EMMANUEL
By Louis Golding. The Viking
Press, New York. 444 pages. $2.50.
This is the story of a weary, old Jew
who innocently wanders into Germany in order to rescue an unhappy
boy. Almost painfully harmless, he
soon stumbles into the web of Nazi
hate and persecution. The story of
his adventures and his thought makes
moving reading, although it is grim
and at times alarming. Mr. Golding
has drawn a full-length portrait of
an individual caught helplessly in the
current of time and untoward circumstance.

Check List of Books Revievved
June to October
§EVERAL times a year THE CRESSET presents a check list of books
reviewed in the columns of the journal over a period of four or
five months. This list may serve as a reminder to our readers as well as
a brief survey of the books THE CRESSET for one reason or another has
considered worthy of notice.
The following system of notation is used: 1'-ttRecommended without
reservation. THE CRESSET believes these books have exceptional and
lasting merit. ttRecommended-with reservations. The reservations are
indicated in the reviews and are usually concerned with errors in morals
or in facts. *Not recommended. Reviews of these are printed in our
columns for negative and defensive reasons. Usually they are almost
entirely without merit.
Invisible Empire. By Stanley *tt Woodrow Wilson: Life and
Letters, Vol. VIII. By Ray
F. Horn
Stannard Baker
*tt I Travel By Train. By Rollo
*H America in Midpassage. By
Walter Brown
Charles A. Beard and
'*tt Proceedings of the ThirtyMary R. Beard
Seventh Annual Conven*tt
In
Search of Peace. By Nevtion of Associated Lutherille Chamberlain.
an Charities
*tt Autobiography With Letters. ~ The Macmillan Encyclopedia of Music and MusiBy William Lyon Phelps
cians
The Radio For Christ. By
*tt Mediterranean
Cross-CurWalter A. Maier
rents. By Loui a Marie
*tt Seasoned Timber. By DoroSieveking
thy Canfield
*tt Thoreau. By Henry eidel
*tt All in One Breath. By Da id
Canby
Morton
tt Wine of Good Hope. By
No Other Way. By . M.
David Rame
Ylvisaker
tt Crime and the Man. By EarnH* Lutheran Elementary Schools
est lbert Hooton
in the United States. By tt Betrayal in Central Europe.
Walter H. Beck
By G. E. R. Gedye
Inside Asia. By John Gunther tt Ordeal. By evil hute
*tt The Best Short Stories. By tt The Freedom of Man. By
Arthur H. Compton
Edward J. O'Brien

**

**

**

**
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High Pressure. By Jesse
Rainsford Sprague
Here Lies. By Dorothy
Parker
The Saga of "Cimba." By
Richard Maury
Guns or Butter. By R. H.
Bruce Lockhart
Word Magic. By Elmer
Wheeler
The Thibaults. By Roger
Martin Du Gard
The Grapes of Wrath. By
John Steinbeck
Secret Armies. By John L.
Spivak
Quo Vadimus? By E. B.
White
Adventures of a Young Man.
By John Dos Passos
The Mountain Way. By R.
L. G. Irving
All in a Day's Work. By Ida
M. Tarbell
World Revolutionary Propaganda. By Harold D. Lasswell and Dorothy Blumentsock
Escape to Life. By Erika and
Klaus Mann
The Man Who Killed Lincoln. By Philip Van Doren
Stern
The Hudson. By Carl Carmer
Not Peace But a Sword. By
Vincent Sheean
The Vatican. By Joseph
Bernhart; tran lated by
George . Shuster

**
**
**
**
**

**
**

**
**
**
**
**
**
*
*

*
*
*.

Music and the Listener. By
Harry Allen Feldman
Men Can Take It. By Elizabeth Hawes
Designs in Scarlet. By Courtney Ryley Cooper
American Jazz Music. By
Wilder Hobson
American Labor. By Herbert
Harris
Life by the Son. By Donald
Grey Barnhouse
Secret Agents Against America. By Richard Wilmer
Rowan
The Trail of the Totalitarian. By Delber H. Elliott
Let the Record Speak. By
Dorothy Thompson
Mr. Emmanuel. By Louis
Golding
India Rubber Man. By
Ralph F. Wolf
I Believe. Edited by Clifton
Fadiman
Journey to a War. By W. H.
Auden and Christopher
Isherwood
Science for the Citizen. By
Lancelot Hogben
Through Embassy Eyes. By
Martha Dodd
Danger Signal. By Phyllis
Bottome
Francisco Franco: The Times
and the Man. By Joaquin
rraras. Tr. by J. Manuel
Espinosa
Finnegans Wake. By James
Joyce

The
SEPTEMBER
Magazines
Each mont h T HE CRESSET
presents a check list of important articles in leading
magazines which will be of
interest to our readers.

mans. In addition Poland has today a nationalistic feeling not
present in her previous unhappy
history. Today the Polish peasant
will fight for his home country
until he drops. The Polish feeling
is best summarized by what one
soldier told Duranty: "Our leaders are soldiers, not politicians or
professors. They won't be sold
down the river or frightened by
their enemies or fooled by their
so-called friends." Time will tell
whether this article truly pre ented the Polish situation. We have a
hunch it does.

Behind the Budget
By

The Atlantic Monthly

No doubt Republicans will see
a particularly deep and strong
brand of barnyard red when (and
if) they read this article. tuart
Chase writes a long study of the
Federal government's problem in
accounting. Together with an
analysis of the pre ent debt which
the present Administration ha incurred Chase attempts to pr e
that John Maynard Keyn ' the i
on compensatory spending hould
be adopted on an even wid r cale
in our country. How doe tuart
Chase think we can get out of the
depres ion? Listen: "We exi t by
exchanging products and ervi e
with one another. Thee change
are con ummated , ith a de i e
called money. o money, no ex-

Poland
By

STUART CHASE

WALTER D URANTY

By the time you read this notice
of Walter Duranty's timely study,
Poland may be as non-existent as
Czecho-Slovakia or else it may be
a shadow of a country. Mr. Duranty shows how deeply Poland
feels herself bound to the past. At
a County Fair a Polish dealer
casually refers to the fact that in
fourteen hundred the Polish
Army defeated the Teutonic
knights at Tannenberg and will
do it again in 1939. Duranty shows
how traditional and iolent i the
hatred of the Pole for the Ger61
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changes, no production. The
transfer of goods for money, and
of money for goods, at a rate to
keep the community supplied and
employed is the most important
economic function there is. Another name for the transfer is
spending." Plainly Mr. Chase asks
for an increase in government
spending, rather than an increase
in private spending. He offers the
prophecy that if Garner or Dewey
are in the White House in 1941
and propose to end government
spending they will have to duck
for the cyclone cellar.... This article is worth the price of the entire September issue. It is more
than a straw in the wind.

Harper's
Giddy Minds and Foreign
Quarrels
By

CHARLES

A.

BEARD

The case for "isolationism" is
very tellingly presented in this
article by one of our best known
historians. "The era of universal
American jitters over foreign affairs of no vital interest to the
United States was opened in full
blast about 1890 by four of the
most powerful agitators that ever
afflicted any nation: Alfred
Thayer Mahan, Theodore Roosevelt, Henry Cabot Lodge and Albert J. Beveridge." The foreign

policy of the present administration is condemned as "quixotic
and dangerous." The doctrine of
George Washington, "grounded in
strong common sense, based on
deep and bitter experience"
should still determine the foreign
policy of the United States. This is
a most able discussion of a question whose significance is all too
evident in these trying days "of
wars and rumors of wars!' It merits careful thought and consideration of every American and provides an effective antidote against
the poisons of propaganda which
are increasing in number and in
virulence.

Making Friends with Latin
America
By

HUBERT HERRING

Latin America has recently
taken on · added significance not
only in our diplomacy but also in
the public mind. Trade, the activities of Germany and Italy, and the
threats to the peace of our continent are among the reasons for
our intensified wooing of Latin
America. Hubert Herring explores
these three reasons thoroughly and
offers historical and statistical information on our relations with
our southern neighbors. "If we are
late in starting, we are started
sou th at last." A ery informati e
article.
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from comparatively few sources
and through human beings. "It's
still a case of let the buyer beware.
The American reader and listener
must read and listen with discernment. But he has a better opportunity to do this than readers and
listeners anywhere else." This, too,
is a very valuable contribution to
this splendid Foreign Affairs umber of Harper's whose excellency
makes a selection of articles difficult. Anyone at all interested in
foreign affairs will want to read
this issue.

"From Usually Reliable
Sources''
By

63

MORRIS GILBERT

This is a good account of the
activities of the press associations,
the organizations of individual
newspapers, the broadcasting companies, and the other services
which supply us with foreign
news. "No nation on earth has as
much foreign news supplied it as
the United States." The author
points out, however, that despite
the complexity of the foreign news
machinery, the news comes to us

♦

The Young Writer
"The beginning male author of today is but too often
suggestive of a slightly crushed foetus with an insolvent
mustache. He perhaps will become fervent and oratorical
as to some social question about which I know barely and
have not the tiniest convictions. He may virtually be
counted upon to do a little free-thinking for my benefit
in a rather tense young voice. If he does not peak slightingly as to Mr. Hoover, that is, he will at lea t say
something disrespectful about Christ or Miss Willa
Cather."-JAMES BRA CH CABELL

THE

MOTION
PICTURE

examines samples of
Hollywood offerings.
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THE OLD MAID (Warners)

As a play, The Old Maid received the Pulitzer Prize a year or
so ago. Capitalizing on that fact
and also on the fact that Bette
Davis needs unpleasant roles to
remain happy, Edmund Goulding
throws a typical tear-jerker. The
plot is complicated, but despite
its convolutions and involutions
there is little or no action. There
are four weddings in the movie.
The Old Maid is, briefly, the story
of a mother who must adopt her
own child but at the same time
keep up the pretense that it belongs to her sister. During the

years she attempts to stifle her
mother-love, trying to appear the
traditional old maid. We felt at
times that the Stella Dallas theme
was done in an over-ripe manner.
In the play the two parts, the
mother and the sister, were played
by Judith Anderson and Helen
Mencken. In the movie version the
balance which Zoe Atkins had
judiciously preserved is lost. Bette
Davis easily has the fatter part although Miriam Hopkins gives an
equally thorough characterization.
The movie is recommended to
those who like thorough-going
character study.
WHEN TOMORROW COMES
(Uni-versal)

Charles Boyer and Irene Dunne
go labor-conscious in a depressing1y uneven movie. There was some
inferred filth in the picture. What
really depressed us was the discussion of economics between the
waitress (Irene Dunne) and the
great pianist (Charles Boyer). We
recall a Long Island hurricane and
a couple of pickets. There's a tieup somewhere. Stay away and
you'll feel better.
FOUR FEATHERS ( Alexander
Korda)
BEAU GESTE (Paramount)

Our capacity for absorbing punishment is limited. If you have a
twelve year old on and want to
make him e pecially happy, take
64
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him to either one of these movies.
There are charging Foreign Legionaires, noble white men, and
dirty colored people scheming
against the British Empire and
France. We saw these movies as
silents, and they were infinitely
better. What's more, we think a
Gene Autry western is far and
away better entertainment. One of
the movies was in technicolor.
Maybe both were. Anyway, that
shows you what happens when
one goes to movies too of ten. Just
a glorious mess.
STANLEY & LIVINGSTONE
(20th Century-Fox)

We had our fears when Darryl
Zanuck announced that he would
film the epic of James Gordon
Bennett's star reporter. We remembered his flight into history
in Suez and shuddered. Only the
more captious, we are happy to
state, will find fault with this account of David Livingstone, the
great missionary, presumably lost
in Africa, and Henry M. Stanley,
the first modern journali t. Sir
Cedric Hardwicke and Spencer
Tracy forget that they are representing two historically famous
men and act as we imagine Livingstone and Stanley acted. This
i a high compliment. In particular we liked the handling of that
memorable scene when tanley
finds Livingstone and reads the
line without a trace of elf-con-
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sciousness, "Dr. Livingstone, I
presume." The African settings
seem to be reliable. We have Mrs.
Mary Johnson's word for that.
Here is a movie the entire family
ought to be able to en joy.
THEY SHALL HAVE MUSIC
(United Artists-Samuel Goldwyn)

About ten minutes after we had
left the not overly-crowded theater
we remembered that there really
had been a plot. After all, you
can't make a movie without having a plot. (You can, of course, but
Hollywood doesn't think so.) The
movie begins in Carnegie Hall
and ends in California. There is
a young culprit who hears a great
violinist and decides to resume his
violin career. That is about all.
What remains the longest in our
memory is Jascha Heifetz's superb
artistry as a violinist. What we are
interested in here i the blending
of the camera and the violin. From
the first selection, a Camille SaintSaens number, to the la t fadeout
with the playing of a Felix M ndelssohn concerto the cam ra and
the violin played. The camera followed the finger , played over the
surface of the pricele
violin,
caught the flexing of the b w,
howed the poi and ab orption
of the violini t.
e are as audience intimately conne ted with
the creation of lo ely ound . We
recommend thi picture to all.
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EACH DAWN I DIE (Warner
Brothers)

There is something inherently
honest about James Cagney. We
have a weakness for all his movies.
In this one he is a crime-sleuthing
reporter who is maneuvered by a
ruthless gang into a situation
which sends him to the penitentiary. In the pen he meets George
Raft. From the first day of his
sentence until the last rhythmic
rattle of the machine-gun James
Cagney grimaces and shoulders his
way through as breathless a picture as you will see in a long, long
time. We cannot put our stamp of
approval on the movie for family
consumption, but for adults whose
nerves are fairly steady Each
Dawn I Die ought to while away
the time between train connections. William Keighley, a comparatively new director, did a
swell job directing.
WIZARD OF OZ (M.G.M.)

Far, far back in our memory we
recall when our favorite third
grade teacher read us a daily installment £om the Wizard of Oz
books. The series was endless. We
do remember that we were enthralled by the amazing adventures of the Tin Woodman and
the unfortunate Straw Man. We
all wished we had fathers like Profe or Marvel. ow comes Hollywood and spends 3,000,000 to
bring back childhood memories.

The producers did right by Frank
L. Baum's classic. From the time
the typical Kansas tornado whirls
Dorothy into the never-never land
until the last throat-catchy moment we watched the antics of the
midgets, Bert Lahr, Ray Bolger,
Jack Haley, Frank Morgan, and
Judy Garland with beaming approval. There are a few moments
when the movie creaks. It has
none of the flow of a Walt Disney
cartoon. But the picture is one
which ought to make money,
which is very well done, and one
to which you ought to take the
children. There are a few horror
scenes, but they aren't half as bad
as the news reports over the radio.
All we missed were the three
magic marbles. Remember? They
could make walls invisible. We are
sure that one of the Oz books had
those marbles. Perhaps you won't
miss them. We did.
OUR LEADING CITIZEN
(Paramount)

Hollywood is trying hard to
turn Bob Bums into another Will
Rogers. Bob Burns ju t doesn't
help out the producers. Here is
Bob, a lawyer, trying to solve the
almo t in oluble problem of capital and labor. We don't think he
succeeded. Ma be ou will think
so. We kept thinking of hi bazooka. To show you how capriciou we are at time , " e liked be t
the satiric portrait of an eagle-
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screaming, red-white-and-blue patriotic employer as played by Mr.
Lockhart. He did the type to a T.
If you insist on throwing away
forty cents, the movie is worth
Lockhart's speech on the dirty
Communists who are trying to
overthrow the nation. The movie
has a thrilling sequence of a fight
between strikers and strike-breakers that out-documents the newsreel of the late Chicago massacre.
This is not THE labor-capital
movie.
THE CITY (Civic Films)

This is a belated notice of one
of 1939's noted films. Pare Lorentz
wrote the script and supervised
the filming, Aaron Copland did
the music, Lewis Mumford wrote
the commentary which was read
by the Group Theater's distinguished Morris Carnovsky. The
camera work was done by Ralph
Steiner and Willard Van Dyke.
We mention these names because
they deserve every bit of credit for
a film that easily ranks with The
Plough That Broke The Plains
and The River. The film tells the
story of the growth of the city in
the United States. We are shown
first the peaceful existence of a
mall ew England town, largely
rural in its needs and de ire .
Then man and machine work
new and deadly miracle . Industry
grows more complicated. Men and
their families flock to the in-
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dustrial centers. Men sink into the
herd like drowning rats. Soon
they are engulfed in the maddening whirl of the city, where the
average man is not allowed to live
as a human being. The camera
hurls us through the congestion of
monoxide-filled streets, past and
into tenements, rides the packed
subways, and makes us feel the
dizzy heat of the crowded pavements. The inevitable suggestion
is that of a tightly packed tin of
Norwegian sardines. Anti-New
Dealers will object to the implication that Greenbelt, Maryland, is
the solution to the unhappy puzzle
of the modern city. But this film
has no direct axe to grind. If you
can't see it at your local movie
house, possibly you may be able
to rent the film for an evening's
showing at a young people's society or a men's club entertainment. The American Institute of
Planners and the Carnegie Corporation got together on the financing and planning.
WINTER CARNIVAL (United
Artists)

Although this picture gain its
boxoffice appeal by starring the
comely nn heridan, who is effu ively ad erti ed a
menca s
Oomph Girl o. 1, it one and
only arti tically intere tin
ingredient i the e cellent ph tography of beautiful winter cenes
in
ew England. The tory i
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clumsily assembled rubbish, and,
to the thinking of your reviewer,
the acting of the overrated Miss
Sheridan is mediocre. Richard
Carlson, who has a prominent part
in the story, reveals far more
ability than the gushingly publicized female star; but his good
performance is, to a large extent,

wasted effort, since splashes upon
splashes of printer's ink have undoubtedly prevailed upon many
thousands of movie-goers to take
for granted that La Sheridan is the
very lifeblood of the pictures in
which she appears. What a pity!
Walter Wanger directs the frothy,
frosty, and frouzy concoction.
♦

An Open Church
Concerned with simple tasks as buying bread
Which is the staff of life-yet Christ once said
"Man cannot live by bread alone"
And so with bread we give a stone
We set our laws and make our creeds
And still forget man's deepest needs
On such an errand I was bent
Counting my wants and quite content
That gold sufficient, even more
Than I had need of was my store
When suddenly upon the air
An organ sent forth such a prayer
A longing which I could not quell
For quiet prayer upon me fell
But reason said, "Child, go thy way
The church is closed to you today"
But even now I feel the loss
I quenched the Spirit for a cross
I could have had Eternal Bread
But chose a worthles tone instead
All this because at man's behest
We give our churches six day re t
And one of se en set apart
Sufficient for the weary heart
Lord, for Thy miracle I plead
That from so little can o many feed.
ETHER

CHUM

tie Sir Echo," "Wishing," "Deep
Purple," "I Love You Truly," "Oh
Promise Me," "God Bless America,"
"Somewhere a Voice is Calling," "The
World is Waiting for the Sunrise,"
etc.
There are many, many more that
are no good. They may be non ense.
Yes, "sweet nonsense." Were you ever
in love? I was and am. How in the
world can any lover get along without "sweet nonsense?" Does anyone
remember your dad and mother or
granddad and grandma singing German love song ? I do.
One of them was "Hans and Liesel." They had a whole book of them,
and I never heard anyone refer to
such songs as "abominations" or
"silly," "smutty," etc. It all depends
on how they are played and ung. If
a jazz or swing orchestra tears them
up over the radio don't condemn the
selections, but be fair and call a spade
a spade.
Recently I heard the Palmer House
Ensemble play a selection "Moon
Love." It is truly beautiful and the
melody was taken from one of the
symphonies. I am sorry I cannot
definitely say which movement, and
by whom. (Stolen shamelessly from
the "Andante Cantabile" of Tchaikovsky's "Fifth Symphony."-Eo.) This
fine orchestra did not jazz this number. It play alla marcia at times,
but that i n't jazz.
ADOLPH M
R.ER
Collinsville, Illinoi
(In matters of taste there are no
ultimates. Reader Maurer and Editor
Hansen can differ and still remain
friends-so long as they have more
than one radio between them.-Eo)

LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Popular Songs
SIR:

I am just another music player. I
enjoy playing, hearing, but above all
feeling music, and the composers may
be Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, etc., but they need not be. I
can also enjoy playing, hearing and
feeling those horrible "Parlor Abominations" of my musical friend Walter A. Hansen.
If played correctly and smoothly
legato cantabile expressivo, then I
can heartily enjoy such "Abominations of Variations" as "The Old
Oaken Bucket," "Old Folks at
Home," "Shepherd of Galilee," "Rock
of Ages," and even "Oh me!" I even
en joy some of the good popular
songs, as long as their contents are
not smutty and obscene and the mu ic
is not written in a jazz or jitterbug
style. It all depends on you and me,
on our attitudes. I am referring to
good popular songs, e.g., "Let Ie
Call You Sweetheart," "There Are
Smiles," "Down By the Old
ill
Stream," "Meet Me Tonight in
Dreamland," "Little Old Lady," "Lit-
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Canada Speaks
SIR:

You called the royal visit "the coarsest and most brazen sort of propaganda to attempt to excite sympathy
for Great Britain in this country."
Perhaps the royal visit was propaganda. But in the language of THE
CRESSET (in a different context)
"propaganda of this nature is decidedly necessary in an age when the virus
of dictatorship is running amuck in
so many parts of the world."
Hitler has done much for Germany.
Audiatur et altera pars. History affords no better parallel than Napoleon. Napoleon had done much for
his country. But alas! he became intoxicated with power. He sought to
conquer the world! If only the writer
would evaluate the warning of Erika
and Klaus Mann who escaped from
Germany to life: "As long as Hitler is
in power there will be no peace on
earth." If only he would read foreign
correspondents really Inside Europe.
They warned and criticized Britain
for years. Why? Because Britain was
unprepared for German aggression.
Because she retreated before the aggressors to help them in their successes. For years correspondents living
in Austria have known the menace of
Hitler. His instigation of race hatred
and glorification of brutality portends
no good. . . . Too late the British
realized the menace of Hitler and their
unpreparedness. Somehow they muddled through. Today Canadian travellers back from England tell us there is
a new optimism, a new confidence in
Britain. Britain no longer fears the

menace of Hitler. Perhaps Hitler is
far-sighted enough to see that further
aggression will bring over his head
the fate of Napoleon .... The British
still prefer democracy to dictatorship
of the Hitler brand. They are ready to
defend democratic principles .... But
the moral support of an equally great
democracy would be heartening!
Coarse and brazen propaganda?
Two charming people directing all
their powers to strengthening the
bonds of democracy. . . . Police and
plain clothesmen might have taken a
holiday at the time of the royal visit.
... What matter what the verdict of
history will be regarding this visit of
royalty if at the time the effect is one
of order, sobriety, and loyalty-or call
it admiration on your shores?
But perhaps you are prejudiced
against the British because they did
not pay their debts in full to the
United Sta.tes. If you will read the enclosed clipping from The Saturday
Night (August 5, 1939) you will not
point to the ogre Britain in contrast
to "honest little Finland." You will
realize that Finland's debt is like Bill
Jones owing Tom Smith ten dollars.
It is so unimportant in the intricate
scheme of gold and settlements that it
actually can be paid. England's debt
was incurred while engaged in war
with enemies of the United States for
the purpose of buying American munitions in furtherance of the Allied
cause whereas Finland's debt was incurred under the 1919-20 Acts entirely
for reconstruction and relief in
Finland. Britain owed the United
States 14¼ billion and was owed
7½ billion plus the part of the 22%
that could be collected from Germany.
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and often a greater knowledge of
current literature than the average
pastor, or his wife, could possibly
acquire. But if we had such an organization through which one of the
best selections of books would come
to the pastor's desk every month,
what a wonderful help that would
be for him and his family-and the
latter has him forever on the spot
regarding good reading-as well as
for the library which serves his community. If such a plan can be worked
out, count me in.
Which brings me to another
thought: Magazines are being read
even more voraciously by our youngsters than books. Therefore, by all
means, continue your splendid review of the leading articles in the
best magazines every month.
AH. SCHLEEF
Battle Creek, Nebraska

Britain was not paid and therefore
could not pay war debts.
RUTH WEICHEL
Elmira, Ontario

Book-o £-the-Month
SIR:
I want to add my endorsement and
support to the letter from Minnesota
urging you to begin a "CRESSET BookOf-The-Month Club." I know whereof I am speaking when I say that
there are many pastors and their
wives who serve, or should serve, on
library committees in small towns.
The access of people to good books
in such communities is so limited,
and the average library board selects
such absolute "junk" for the shelves
of the local library, that some very
valuable services could be rendered
by pastors. Of course, this takes time,
♦

On Visiting a Hospital Ward
Upon them lay the Spartan benediction
Of those whom Fate has ruthlessly consigned.
Like metal to the furnace of affliction
And thereby from impurities refined.
For them each pain brings pain concomitant
New agony within the old concealed.
But, with a spirit willing joy predominant
Meet it with stoicism, never yield!
Oh, how their conduct puts us all to shameThis multitude of blind and halt and lameWho, though they are so bitterly oppressed
Are still aware that they are richly ble sed,
While we who have no phy ical restrictions,
Fling out at Fate our stinging maledictions!
CAROLYN MUELLER

Contributors=Problems=-Final Notes
William III, 1702), author and
free lance writer of Albany, New
York.

that this issue of
I T IS probable
CRESSET will reach our
THE

readers somewhat later than usual.
The outbreak of the European
war, we imagine, caused immediate changes in the
editorial offices of
weekly and monthly journals throughout the land. In
our own particular
case, the editors
were scattered from
coast to coast and
several days elapsed
before a meeting
could be arranged.

A moving plea for greater integration of Christian
worship into the
Monday to Saturday life of America
is presented in the
poem by Esther A.
Shumann of Milwaukee, Wisconsin
(An Open Church).

The

Editor~s

~

Lamp

At this time it is
especially necessary
for us to reemphasize the fact that the
Letter Columns of THE CRESSET
are wide open for all who wish to
agree or disagree with the views
of the editors. Only a free and open
discussion of all the problems
created by the European situation
can preserve a sane, balanced attitude in America. As the sources
of news are either polluted or completely closed, the editors of THE
CRESSET promi e to adopt an attitude of almost complete skeptici m both with regard to their own
iews as well as the iews of the
American press. We therefore
urge our reader more earnestly
than ever before to expre s their
opinion in the columns of THE
CRESSET.

We consider
"Wings of Destiny,"
written by one of
our associates, a complete statement of the entire situation at the
moment of going to press.

We have consciously printed a
survey of the detective story in this
issue. There must be some relief
from the constant scream of the
press and the radio. The author
is Walter E. Kraemer, pas tor of
St. Paul's Church, Tracy, California.
Our guest reviewer thi month
is Eldor Paul Shulls (The History
of England From the Accession of
James II, 1685, to the Death of
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FORTHCOMING ISSUES

I.

In "Notes and Comment" the editors will continue
their brief comments on the world of public affairs and
modern thought.

II. Major articles during the coming months will include:
THE AMERICAN SCENE

AMERICAN COLUMNISTS

III. In future issues the editors will review, among
many others, the following books:
ONE FIGHT MoRE . . . . . . . . . . . .... .. .. ..•...... . .• • Susan
THE SEA TOWER •••••.•. • •.. ... ... ...•••. .•. . Hugh

LA w
IT

AND POLITICS ••....•.........•...•.•. Felix

Frankfurter

TAKES ALL KINDS ..• • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Louis

THE FACE OF A

ATION

DEMOCRACY TODAY AND

You

AND HEREDITY

Bromfield

.... ... ...•.•••.•..•• Thomas

THE CITY OF GoLD . . . . . . . . . • • . . ... ... . Francis

Wolfe

Brett Young

OMORROW •...•.•.••.. Eduard

•.•.•...........••••. . Amram

THE MEXICAN CHALLENGE •.....•••.••.• Frank

Ertz

Walpole

Bene§

Scheinfeld

L. Kluckhohn

SMOOTH SAILI G LETTERS ........•.••..•.•••... L.

E. Frailey

••••••••••••• •••.••••••••••••... Paul

Hutchens

BLAZE STAR
FILES o

PARADE ••••.•...••••••.•.•...•...•.• . John

THE REVOLUTION OF

IHILI M .••••••.• • Herman

O'Hara

Rauschning

FABLES FOR OUR TIME ••....•.•••••.••.•••• • James

Thurber

